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B R ID G TO N , ME., F R I D A Y , DECEMBER 28,1860.
could hardly awaken an answering smile, it, and do as you please with it. 1 will shut
But Mrs. Campbell was politic, and she the grate, for it is past, ten now, and I must
waited for the depression to pass away with be up betimes in the morning, to mark that
the nice toast, cake, and exhilarating tea ; j invoice of new goods.’

NO

8,

H U W TO P R E S E R V É W O M E N ,
ably it is true, she had had a few battles
H O M E AG AIN .
with wounded pride and vanity, aud to be
There ia nothing in the world we think
A railroad is above all others the place
frank, some tears were shed over re-modIt Y S. I I . N O Y E S .
so much of as we do of women. Our moth to witness scenes.
eling a velvet hat— for she had turned mil
Not long since, at a railroad station hot
ENOCH k n i g h t . E ditor .
and when her husband was arrayed in com-j Dreams— those phantasmagoria o f the liner—for the third winter, instead of pur er, wife, sister, and pretty cousins are wo
men, and the daughters will be, (Heaven a hundred miles from our own place, we
27“ All letters must be addressed to the fortable dressing-gown and slippers, she sat brain, that with startling vividness some- chasing the genteel and becoming one she
Publisher. Communications intended for down by his side, and brushing the hair |times rise before the mind's eye, and change had been tempted to try on at Marchond’s, spare them) if they live long enough. And were the innocent observer of a little occur
there is a love of women in general which we rence which impressed us deeply.
J m iJ r the'Author b<i acC0Iulilluied hy the f™m his temple, and a caressing m otion,1the whole current of one’s b e io g -ca m e to and wearing her dull, sombre silks, when
As soon as the train had halted by the
do not deny. A fine, magnificent specimen
Terms. ONE D OLLAR A Y EAR IN AD- sbo made known her wants.
|Mrs. Campbell, as she closed her eyes in bright rainbow hues were all the rage, and
Va NCE ; one dollar fifty-cents at the end o f I If Mr. Campbell had any weakness, i t ; sleep, and the restless movements, moans, exactly suited her fair, ruddy complexion. of the sex, full of life and health, a ripe, crowded platform, a young lady o f really
prepossessing appearance, and one who ev
the year.
was pride in his wife’s beauty ; and as her |and sobs, would have interpreted them But she had resolutely turned from all, ex red cheek and flashing eye, is something
Terms of A d v e r tis in g . One square 16
that does one good to look at, as she illumi idently belonged to the “upper circle,’ sprang
bright
sparkling
eyes
turned
to
his,
and
the
j
to
an
observer
as
far
from
pleasant.—
cept mera necessaries, ahd laid the bright
riines, one insertion 75 cents, 3 insertions
lightly and expectantly up the steps and
<1:09 ; 3 months $2:00 ; 6 months $3:50; one soft glossy curls tossed down over her white She thought, she was journeying in an emi- dollars- -h'rii she exchanged each bill for, nates the humdrum sidewalks and every day
streets. A North River steamer, under full glided into the car. Having cast her eyes
year $6:00 ; 1-4 column $18:00 ; 1-2 column temples to the roses on her cheeks, and the grant’s wagon over a boundless prairie, with
in
a
hidden
draw
in
her
cabinet.
$30:00 ; one column $50:00
headway, with colors flying, is rather a down the row o f dozing passengers, bet
full red lips parted with an expectant smile, the hot sun striking through the scanty cloth
It was fall again, and that quiet hour
JOB PO IN TIN G executed with neatness,
pretty
sight— rather stirring and inspiring- countenance lighted up— a half suppressed
his hand involuntarily closed over his pock protection with scorching heat, Ida and when the children have said “ good night,’
cheapness and despatch.
and we pull up our nag to see her pass, and exclamation of joys escaped her girlish lips
et-book, ready to give her the contents.
Frank on the hard board seat by her side, and laid their little chubby arms and ring
AB IE L T. NOYES, Agent in Portland.
and the next instant she was standing be
‘H om o!’ how that word thrilled him, as with fevered brow and parched lips, crying leted beads upon the pillow, and the glow admire the swell she cuts. Comparatively,
side a seat at the further end o f the car, oc
it shot into his mind unheralded, and appar for water, while her husband, with head ing brands fail apart and smoulder down however, the steamer sinks into insignifi
IT A L Y .
cupied by a gentleman and lady. The gen
ently without any connection, and changed bowed down and weary step, as if all hope into dull embers, and husband and wife, free cance, or some ether deep water, by the side
tleman appeared considerably young and
the whole current of his thoughts. Before was dead in his heart, plodded slowly along from all fears of intrusion, choose the cosi of a well-kept, well-dressed woman. There
BY JOHN G. WHITTIER.
somewhat diffident—the apparel of his com
is
no
rubbing
it
o
u
t;
women
are
the
charm,
him rose a pretty cottage, with two bay win by tbe side of his team. From a black, est nook on the sofa, and consult, sympath
panion by his side bespoke the bride.
Across the sea I heard the groans
dows in front, and a trcllised porch over the stagnant pool by the wayside, the children ize, and counsel with eaoh other on all the blessing, beauty, and%bliss of life— men’s life,
Of nations in tho intervals
we
mean,
of
course.
Any
means,
therefore,
No sooner had the young lady reached the
door
covered
with
vines,
a
dozen
trees,
and
quenched their thirst, but she turned with minufse—so prozy to others— but so interest
Of wind and wave. Their blood and bones
that can be devised for preserving them pair, than, throwing her white arms around
a grassy lawn in front, and a little garden tears from the sickening draught.aud thought ing to themselves.
Crie<l,out in torture crushed by thrones,
should be publicly made . known. They are the young man’s neck, she imprinted a has
And sucked by priestly cannibals.
bright with flowers by the side— Ida and of the cool bubbling spring that flowed on
‘Nina, that was a true report. Hurdy and
Frank chasing each other down the gravel summer and winter over the mossy stones, Brother have failed, and this place must different from any other kind of fruit. You ty kiss on his bearded lip and exclaimed—
I dreamed of freedom slowly gained
‘ Why, Fred, how do you do? And is this
By martyr meekness, patience,-faith.
walk—and he and Ninette watching them close by the home they had left. At last a be sold before Christmas. We have rented cannot pickle them. You cannot do them up
And lo ! an athlete grim ly stained,
from the open window! It had been the hut appeared in the distance ; but the sun it, come next gpring. six years, and it seems in sugar and Bet’them away in a room with the dear little wife you wrote to us about ?
With corded inuscles-strained,
Right here we plainly discerned a blush
haunting dream of his life since he first saw was low in the west ere they reached it, and as if I could not leave i t ;' and a little quiv a paper soaked in brandy over their mouths.
Shouting it from the field of death !
Ninette ; and as the years rolled on, and it darkness shut around them in that desolate ering about the mouth, and a long sigh, You canont put them in caus sealed up tight, mantling the young man’s face, mingled
I turn me awe-struck, from the sight,
grew more and more like an airy phantom spot, with the sharp bark of the dogs start told how quick, if he was a woman, he without injuring their form and flavour. with a look of unparalled surprise, and the
Among the shouting thousands mute,
that he could not grasp, yet tantalizing him ling them, and the wind rattling the loose would end in dotvnright sobs. Theold caress Now, as the men are so dependent upon wo countenance of his companion betokened a
Iouly knew that God is right,
And that the children of the light
with the sight— and he began to dread it, roof, as if it would scatter it like down to ing motion was there again. Passing her men for their choicest blessings, a proper juvenile thunderstorm. But the feminine
Shall tread the darkneos under foot.
mode of preserving them becomes of great discoverer, not to be discouraged by any a*
as we do the memory of angry, taunting the earth. A cold supper was hastily pre hand over the curls on his temples,Mrs. Camp
I know the pet fire heaves its crust,
words, that rankle in the heart, ever bring pared on a board, from fragments of food bell asked : ‘ What price do they set on it, moment, and we are assured that the public mount of coolness, continued i
That sultry skies the bolt will form
will thank us for an invaluable recipe.
‘But why don’t you get off the train ?
ing emotions of pain.
they brought with them, aud as her husband husband ?’
To smite them clear ; that Nature must
Have the feet well protected ; then pay Don’t you know you’ve got home ?’
‘But,
Nina,
when
shall
we
have
a
home,
came in from hampering his team for the
The balance o f her powers adjust
‘Fifteen hundred. I have reckoned up the next attention to the chest. The chest
Young man hesitated, companion figeted.
Though with the earthquake and the storm if we lay out our earnings in dress ?’ The uight he fell heavily to the floor. Her frail
what is due me, interest and all, on every is the repository of the vital organs. There Affairs were evidently approaching a grand
words
came
up
spontaneously*
from
the
arms
could
not
lift
him,
and
all
she
could
And who am I whose prayers would stay
bit o f spare paper that came to my hand to abides the heart and lungs. It is from the
climacteric.— Passengers tittered, reporters
thought, as the plant sends out the flower.
The solemn recompense o f time,
do was to place some pillows under his head, day, and it just amounts to nine hundred
impression made upon these organs, through took out their note books. At last the young
A*d lengthen slavery's evil day
•Oh, sometime ; we can rent awhile y e t ; and try to restore him from the death-like
and twenty-five dollars. Sometimes I have the skin, that the shiver comes ; it is na lady, frightened at the attention she had
That outraged Justice may not lay
let me have these clothes, and I will not ask swoon. She knew, ere night, that he was
Its hand upon the sword of crime 1
been tempted to take it and get trusted the ture’s quake—the alarm bell at the outset attracted, and pained by the indifference of
for any more for a long time, and I will save far from well, by the flush on his face, and
balance, but I durst not do it— for if I could of danger. A woman may never shiver those she had come to greet, burst into tears
God reigns, and let the earth rejoice !
in something else. Those blankets for the a paleness around his mouth, but it never
uot meet the payments, it is sold so that the from the effects o f cold upon her limbs or and placing her hand on the young man’s
1 bow before his sterner plan.
children’s beds— we can go without them entered her mind that his strong form could
Dumb are the organs o f my choice ;
purchaser would lose all that he had paid ; hands or head, but let the cold strike through shoulder, sobbed out—
this w inter!’
He speaks in battle’s stormy voice,
become so helpless, and she wrung her hands and if we should be sick, Nina, we might
her clothing on her chest and off goes her
‘ Oh, Fred! what does all this mean ?
His praise is in the wrath o f man !
‘No, wife, I had rather spare my overcoat. over him, and cried aloud in anguish of spir sink every dollar. It is not likely that we
teeth into a clatter, and the whole organi Have you really forgotten me ?’
Health demands warm, yet light and porous it. After an hour or so he moaned, and shall be prospered as we have been two or
zation is in a commotion. One sudden and
Young man trembled with emotion, com
bedclothes for children; and if I cannot threw his arms about restlessly, then start three years back ; and though I known my
N IN E TT E C A M P B E L L ’ S D R E A M .
severe impression o f cold upon the chest has panion began removing her glove, all the
fidve the>*>
nr. nxrnn ..
J will ed up, and stared wildly about the room,
salary »• VifTaiu up st> r.r, n e r f e c t puzzle slaiu its tens of thousands. Therefore, while time looking menacingly at the curl covered
Llign. n iP n it ”r x? r o i
Ivy to leave them a Ler'tago ut u v —
,
This was said in such a sad, desponding tone, tried fo mimic'*tfie’ ‘ sharp" bark of the Jogs, '■ ‘If you had twelve hundreu,
tho feet arc well looked aft*»r, never forget head o f the fair intruder. Reporters ecribIt was the first cool autumn day. The air
natural concoctions of the dress wm supply 1
~
cu cryinthat it almost angered Mrs. Campbell, and mixed up with the screams that blanched the run the risk ?’
was just chill enough to make a fire grate
‘Before nine o’clock ; but where are you the rest, and the woman is now ready for pathize. Just here the ternneu
she flung out with a pout, something about cheek of his poor wife. Then his voice would
ful, and Mrs. Campbell, in blight faced
almost smothered hy the ringlets of the sob
his always harping on a hom e; and, for sink, tell about his cottage home, where the going, wife, in such a hurry ? Did you hear the air. Now let her visit her neighbors
morning-gown and showy collar, was flitting
bing girl, mustered courage to stammer :
go
shopping,
call
upon
the
poor,
and
walk
Frank
cry
?’
water
plashed
over
the
mossy
stones,
and
her part, she did not see why he could not
about the room looping up the curtains, ar
‘Really, madam, you are mistaken in the
There came no answer, as through the for the good of it, for the fun of it.
the vines shut out the hot sun from the cool,
be contented with a rented house;
ranging the ornaments on the mantle, and
Keep away from the stove or register. person. My name isn’ t Fred, and H ive in
hall, up the stairs, and to the little hidden
airy
rooms,
and
with
a
finger
on
his
lip
he
Because I want to see our plants and
making every thing look as neat as possible.
would whisper that they would have been drawer that contained her treasures, Mrs. Air that is dry or burnt, more or less charg Chicago .*
She was rather a handsome woman, with a watch them grow, and fruit-trees and grapes»
The sensation created by this announce
ed with gases evolved hy the fuel, is a pois
there now, if Nina only would have helped Campbell passed with almost flying step !
coquettish way ; and her lingering glance, and know that they are mine. Now, if 1 do
‘There, husband, it is all yours ;’ and she on. Go up stairs and make the beds with ment can be imagined,’ as the novelists say.
him,
but
she
was
so
pretty,
ho
could
not
every time she passed the mirror, told plain anything, I know it is for some one else, and say “ No” — and it all went, every dollar, threw down the bright spangled purse, cram mittens on. Fly around the house like mad, Young lady Btarted like one possessed, in
ly that her bright eyes and rounded cheeks I have no heart to fix at all. You don’ t but she must not know it-it would make her med full as it could be, in his lap, and sink and ventilate the rooms. Don’t sit bent up credulously scrutinized the features of her
were not repulsive in the least to her sight. know how bad it made me feel, when I came cry, and he had rather go hungry than see ing down on the sofa beside him, burst into in a single room, with double windows. •late relative,’ and after a word of explana
Her broad forehead, and a look about her around Charley Racine's this noon, and saw her cry. Then another mood would come over hysterical sobs.
Fruit will not retain its form or flavour in tion and apology, bounded gaily to the plat
mouth, told a close observer that there was the new blinds on the house, and a nice walk hiqi, and his eyes would glare upon her, and
‘Nina, where did you get this ? ’ and tbe air-tight caus, neither will woman. They form, laughing heartily at her blunder fol
stamina enough in her character, if she had down to the gate. His wages and mine are he would bid her begone ; she had driven dilated eyes expressed the all-absorbing won need air. If the shiver comes on during lowed by an explosion of passengers within.
Young men drew a long breath of relief»
been placed in circumstances to develop it, alike, and we were married the same month ; him where he could not get a drop of water, der.
these operations, go directly and put some
companion replaced her glove and smother
to make her a no£le woman ; but, so far in and now he owns his place, and a hundred when he was dying with thirst- -yes, dying
‘Saved it for you, for a home, out of my thing more about the breast.
ed the young thunder storm, reporters stuck
life, it had frittered away on trifles, till the dollars over, in the saving’s bank.’
Again, do not live in dark rooms. Light
with thirst. Oh, he could not d ie! ‘Water !’ allowance,’ came at last, intelligibly, from
Well, I would not go so unfashionably
their pencils behind their ears with a look
curls on her brow seemed an emblem of her
he would shriek— one drop of water to save the choked utterance.
fades the carpet, but it feeds the flowers.
self, light, superficial, graceful, appealing dressed for teii lots ; and, as for society, I
‘My precious w ife!’ was all the spoken No living animal or vegetable can enjoy that said, ‘Item, Item,’ and we indvidually
his
life
!
to the frothy surface in each companion she wonder who thinks auything of them ! They
The great drops of perspiration stood on reply; but the glittering eyelashes, and the health in darkness. Light is as necessary settled back in our 6eat just as the train
met; not going down deep into the soul, to never made a party since I knew them, and Mrs. Campbell’s brow, as she started wildly convulsed pressure of the clasping arm, was as air, and a brown tan is preferable, even started inwardly wisning that we, too, had
resembled ‘Fred.’
meet the sharp abasion o f hard, pure gems, I do not believe they have been invited out from the pillow, and glanced about the more eloquent than words.
as a matter of beauty, to a sickly paleness of
: e !’
Moral. W hen you expect brothers home
that break up the surface o f contacting
room. The moon-light, calm and pleasant,
‘Just three hundred .'—twelve hundred complexion.
You are mistaken there, Nina, for Judge
from California, be careful not to embarrass
minds, and bring to outer sight the beauti
lay on the carpet in long silver liues, and and twenty-five !’ were the words mixed in
This much in regard to the physical means
ful kaleidoscope o f thought God has placed Laftou’s boy left a note for him yesterday, the soft muslin, curtains floated up and with the light, cheerful chink of the jeoin, for preservation. There are moral mean young Chicargo merchants.
wheu we were in the office together ; and to down in the slight current of air from the
ia the hidden intricacies o f the soul.
after they had both become more calm, and important. Every woman should be mar
R emarkable L akes. On the top o f a ridge
‘Oh! what a superb dress! One, two, my wondering what the Judge could want open window, like a white mist, beating it counted out on the table in little piles of ried to an excellent man. Marriage, it is
three—yes, eight flounces, and each oue pink o f him, he said they were invited there to time to an unsound symphony o f peace.— fifties. -You will go right over to-night, and true, brings care and wear, but it is the of mountains in Portugal, call Estrella, are
tea to-morrow. There has been strong talk
two lakes of great extent and depth, espec
Could it all be a fearful dream ? A warn secure it.’
ed with fawn-colored ribbon ; such a delicate
riDg that is worn that keeps bright, and the
o f running him as candidate for County ing, it seemed to her, she said again and
ially one of them, which is said to be un
contrast!’ ejaculated Mrs. Campbell, as she
‘Yes ; the agent wished mo to call, when watch that lies still unwound that gets out
Auditor, 1 believe. People feel more confi again, as she lay awake till the dull gray
fathomable. What is chiefly remarkable in
stepped arouud into the shade of the curtain,
he retured in the half-past eight train ; but of order. The sympathies involved in the
dence in a man who owns a home— think light of morning, too excited to sleep, and
them they are calm when the sea is calm,
and took a long stealthy gaze at the pass
how could you spare so much, and be com family relation, the new energies developed
there is some stability about him. 1 am felt with quickened nerves the thorns she
and rough when that is stormy. It is, there
ing lady. ‘ I suppose she thinks she is the
fortable ?’
by new responsibilities, the new compensa
sure my education is as good as his, aud you had uncovered in her husband’s pathway.—•
fore, probable that they have a subterranean
best dressed woman in the place ; and I
‘Oh, I can hardly t e ll! I laid by twenty- tion for all outlays or strength, bring about
know Mr. Greer ranks me higher in business A ll his great love and self-sacrificing indul
communication with the ocean; and this
don’t believe anything calls her out this
five dollars a quarter, and you know costly a delightful play upon the heart aud the
matters ; but School Committee man is the gence stood out plain before her, as if on
seems to be confirmed by the pieces of ships
morning, unless it is to parade her clothbs—
collars, ribbons, and trimmings, with a shawl Intellect, which, in their re-action upon the
but she don’ t look well in flounces, anyway, highest office, I ever filled, or ever expect to the pages of a book ; and, as her eyes brim and silk dress, used to soon absorb more than body, produce an effect that is nothing less they throw up, though almost forty miles
distant from the sea.
med over with grateful tears, her lips word that sum. Then I shaped over my old bon than preservation.
ani I would not have her coarse blowzy hair fill.'
•I was sure it was something about Ra- ed the resolve that her future life should be
There is another extraordinagy lake in
for all her finery
and Mrs. Campbell, with
nets, and fitted all my garments, except now
ciut,
that
gave
you
the
blues
to-night.
I
wish
this
country, which before a storm, is said
oue
whole
act,
that
should
deserve
his
love.
rather au unpleasant look on her fair face,
and then a basque, and planned a thousand
What is the use o f a man’s being so odd to make a frightful rumbling noise, that
we could move where we might never see his Such tears, and the lines of firmness, as she
twisted her own glossy curls around her fin
ways. But, there come the cars ; don’ t for
and contrary that nobody knows what to may be heard at a distance of several miles.
place or face again. lie has a case of books, said it, arouud her mouth gave hope that it
ger, and taking up her sewing, seated her
get and stay out late.’
make of him, unless he has an apologist and
and some folks think they are intellectual, was planted in soil that would keep it from
And we are also told of a pool or fount
self by the cheerful grate
And she closed the door after her husband, an interpreter always at hand to explain
and make something o f them ; but you know being uprooted by any temptation.
ain, called “ Ferrencias” about twenty four
The quiet, unbroken hour, and pleasant
glad to be all alone, and try to sound the
Isn’t it just as cheap, in the long run, to be miles from Coimbra, that absorbs not ODly
the Racines are not popular in the best socie
It had been the practice of Mr. Campbell great depth o f happiness which flooded her
surroundings o f her room, lost their charm
good natured and polite, as to bo morose wood but the lightest bodies thrown into it,
ty ? Why, only last week, 1 heard Mrs. Me to hand over to his wife each quarter, a re
as she turned over and over again in her
soul.— [Arthur’s Home Magazine.
and surely ? And does not a man feel bet such as cork, straw, feathers, etc., which
Gregor say that Mrs. Racing was a pretty gular share of the stipend he received, for
mind, what a similar dress would cost, and
ter in his own secret heart when he is con sink and are never seen again,
enough woman, if she was not so unfashion her exclusive use and control : and she
A Marrying Man. A good joke is told of
a fall hat even prettier than the envied la
scious of being the former than he does
To these we may add a remarkable spring
able; but who wanted their parlors filled thought it all over, and formed her plans,
a bigamist out west. After having married
dy's. That their rent would soon be due,
when the shrinking and uncertain air of Estremos, which petrefies wood, or rather
with an outlandish dress two years behind ere she finished hor inorniug’s work. She
h alf a dozen wives, he was complained of
and tho children needed warm winter gar
those who are obliged to him, proclaim he encrusts it with a case o f stone; but the
the times. To my knowledge, she has had would take tbe thirty dollars given her the
and lodged in prison. He soon managed,
ments, and her husband could uot go through
is the latter ? Certainly it does, for our most remarkable circumstance is, that in
but two silks since she was married.’
night
before,
and
hoard
it
up,
then
add
to
it
however, to break jail, and was again at
the cold weather again without an overcoat,
thoughts are always busy sitting in judge summer it throws up water enough to turn
‘Do you call Mrs. McGregor best society?’ such a part as she could spare from her allow
large ; but he being recognized by a man
would rise up beforo her, and ja r with her
ment on ourselves. Any man who carries several mills and in winter is perfectly dry.
‘ Well, everybody goes there.'
ance,and
never
call
on
him
for
au
extra
doll
who
was
desirous
of
obtaining
the
reward
of
ambitious desires, and the collision was far
such a brow that no timid person, or no wo
‘Not everybody. The Fremonts, aud De ar,except in some extreme case ; and she was
fered for his arrest, he invited the bigamist
from pleasant; but she had been indulged
man can approach him without dread, does
Ned Shutter thus explained his reasons
verges, and Judge Lofton.’
certain, by the time he had saved enough to to accompany him home, and he went for an
too long to deny herself now, and she quiet
not need to be told from without that he is for preferring to wear his stockings with
Oh dear ! They are so very select, that purchase a lot, she could surprise him with
officor. On his return with the constable,
ed conscience by’ promising to economise in
no gentleman. He knows it perfectly well. holes to having them darned : ‘A hole,’ said
they would have to inspect a baby to see a handsome sum towards a house, and ‘trust
what was the poor fellow’s chagrin to find
other things, and waited impatiently for her
He is not yet reclaimed from the savage he, may be the accident of a day, and w ill
husband’s return at night, to make new de- whether he had a mind, before they cou ld , woman-8 tact” t0 keep him from suspecting that the Lothario had actually absconded
state. And truth to tell, there are on this pass upon the best gentlemen ; but a darn
It seemed rather cilress him* 1 wouder the^ ^
im*,ort the joyfu l truth.
with his wife.
mauds upon his earninge
side the Rocky Mountains about as many is premeditatad poverty.
earth from the untrodden north pole to walk
Three years passed on, and they glided
an unpropitious hour, for Mr. Campbell
on, so as not to step where common folks do.’ along smoothly with Mr. Campbell and
Woman is like ivy— the more you are savages who need to have ministers o f tbe
An Albany barber having an intemperato
came in depressed, almost iuto silence, by
‘Nina, who was kindest to me when I had family> Each one biUi enjoyed a good meas- rained the closer she cling8 to you. A vile Gospel sent among them, as there are on the
man to shave on Sunday, begged him to keep
the unexpected cold day, that seemed but
other
side.
And
while
the
latter
should
not
that long sickness last fall ? But it is no ure of health, aud the head of it had not bachelor adds; ‘Ivy is like a woman— the
the harbinger of the unprofitable but ex
be forgotten, the case of the former should his mouth shut, as it was punishable offenss
i'.uoiyb YYumu- nuu luum u c
u t j merry use
^a^ > we can never see alike so here j 0S(. one whole working day in that time.— more it clings to you,the more you are ruinto open a ‘rum hole’ on the Sabbath,
pensive
winter ; and the little ,Ida’s
be remembered and ‘seen to.’
P'ay, and cheerfulprattle about the school, is
tIlc money 1 have in tbo worl<l-—take
]yjrg> Campbell’s plans succeeded admir- 'ed .’ Poor rule that won’t workboth way«-
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TTIXTER ROADS.
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T he Leuislature— w ill meet at Augusta

We should feel entirely justified in saying next Wednesday, In many particulars it
pretty
severe
about
be an exciting a n d s e s s ,i o ^« ,_1
pretty D
CVtIO things
LXAXlitiO cak
jviau those
HUWJV persons

who have the care of breaking out and keep- and yet there is probably very little actu
ing open our winter roads. Four months of legislation neer o .
e iawa are ...m
7_ .
. A, , . , w
r i j with altogether too much. Members are very
drifting snows is the lot of New England- witn a g
,
,
t
C H A R IT Y — W H A T IS IT ?
.
,
.
. ,, , ,
often impressed with an idea that they must
ers. It is a rough experience to all who have . of
P ;______ 1;_
reTruthfully it is said that the germ and to brave the out-of-door severities of a North do something peculiar to their individual re
substance of the Christian religion is Char ern Winter. Certain it is that our thorough lation to the whole, and in this way, avenues
,
,
,
. . v i.
are opened to almost endless and useless
ity. It is the highest quality of our natures. fares ought
to be made as comfortable as
F
talk. We do hope that the coming session
It is the palpable form of truth. It is the they can be.
of
the
Legislature will be characterized by
tangible evidence of earnestness—the only
And it is an easy thing to keep them at
unmisttaable expression of the faith that least safe; but are they kept so ? Among ability and a disposition to do quickly what
moves us. It must be, then, something more many other wise provisions (and possibly as ever may come before it.
than simple duty. The lesser virtues hold j man^ foo]i8ll oneg) 0f 0ur laws, there is one
jags- The holidays are with us now. and
hs responsible to that. Charity is not on ly! u^ Q ^
of road-breaking. Nobody
almsgiving—feeding the starving and cloth-^ .g aBXj0US t0 tave this ordinance enforced as let the season be one of pleasant interchange
ing the naked, and visiting with earthly j & penai ty for neglect, and yet the travelling of kindly feelings, so potent for good under
goods the haunts of the poor. The common comraunity have a right to expect it. The standing among people constantly comiDg toBRIDGTON, FRIDAY, DEC. 23, 1360.

practice of worldly minded men is to do good 0f everybody demands it; particularly
this and call it formal duty.
a community like ours wherein we boast of
Charity is not the endowing of institutions any public spirit at all.
o f learning or of religion, meiely, for the! in chap. 13, Sec. 44, Revised Statues, is

gether. We have none too many holidays—
fewer in reality than most nations. We
wish that Christmas were more generally
observed as undoubtedly it should be.

most hard-hearted wretch on earth might do the following provision:
I
"
this for notoriety. It is not the Alderman! .‘There Bhall he furnished and kept in re-i p g ~ Snow, piled in every possible style
who makes his accustomed inquiries into the ! pair in each Surveyor’s district, through of driftS) c^ems to be the order of the day.
which there is a mail route, some effectual
condition of the poor around him and pock-, apparatus for open5ng way9 obstructed by. The weather is comfortable, although
„ nr .the
ets three dollars a day from the city treas gnoWj t0 be used to break and keep open the mercury nas been 14 below, one or two
ury, who can be said to be in the exercise o f ! Way to the width of ten feet.”
days of the present month. Last winter it
Christian charity ; nor the pawn-broken who ! In all our laws of a public nature, there -was 3 0 ° below. That is what we should
after he has hawked it a busy week, extor is not one provision more thoughtful or nec- almost call ■‘running the thing into the
ting with unscrupulous grasp the goods essary ; and yet under the whole chapter) ground.”
of the unfortunate of earth, patronizingly I not a mail route in this vicinity, but is l i a - 1 --------------- —----------------gives a few pale dollars to some heatliern ; ble to indictment. Men profess rospectfor1
The Atlantic Monthly for January
mission. Neither is he in the way of true the laws, respect for the natural wants and ig received and furnishes a rich table of concharity, whose sails whiten every sea and rights of community in which they live;— tents. This Magazine is growing in popuoceau, appropriating all that wealth can ap-; and yet those who have the care of this iar favor every day. This is the time to
propriate, simply, because he pays the high- matter are guilty of the grossest neglect, subscribe.
est price for pews, subscribes “material aid” , and consequently trespass, upon the most
--------------- ------------------to the churches, listens to a sermon on char- common rights of every member of commu. j p s ~ The Conference of the Cong. Church
ity and perhaps fancies himself the expon- Bity.
j was held in the village last Tuesday and
ent. No man can be called the exponent of j Perhaps some interested persons will call Wednesday. The attendance was very good,
charity, whose business has schooled him to ( this in the spirit of fault-finding. It is, although much smaller, probably, on account
indifference to want, made skillful in the ' perhaps, and yet it is just. After most of of the bad state of the roads.
accomodating coolness of this world’s social our snows, no action is taken at all by the ,
--------------- •<*
relations—stern and unyielding as death authorities ; but _once in a great while, they
One man in this village has broken
in business— who attempts to purchase ab- yoke a pair of oxen—perhaps four— and down the snow in his door-yard so that you
solution of tho world by a few cunning 1draw a common wood-sled “over the course” can drive up to the house and back into the
strokes of almsgiving, necessary deeds o f , once, making a very feeble track indeed—in- road withont being upset! We would call
charity !— (without such would he not loose adequate in every particular. Perhaps they his name if it were not for making him
a certain amount of custom ?) No, charity fasten a seed-plow to the side of the sled, vain
and dig a small and yet troublesome ditch,
is not the verdict of policy.
Webb’s dancing school commenced,
The deeds of our national charity are too and pile up a corresponding ridge of snow
much of this description. We found assy- to freeze and be a trouble as long as it shall under favorable auspicies, last Friday eve
luma for reform of men, and suffer our youth last. Now how easy a thing to do it right. ning.
to grow up in ignorance and crime to fill
them. We arc ready to buy new, rich terri
tory and let our own chosen home of the
Father of his country o’errun with weeds till
the true charity of woman’s heart rescues
it from its fallen state. We give John Bull
a pleasure yacht, refit floating wrecks of his,
send them home at the nation’s expense, and
let a Washington Monument grow mossy
and dank from ruthless neglect. We ofteu
pass the starving denizens of our thickly
settled cities at home, with indifférence, and
awake with the livliest
ot t h a t a l c
Our charity has too much a savor of busi,___ — v strokes of policy iu it. In
this sense most emphatically “ Charity be
gins at home.” The yearnings of the heart
must be towards the objects of it. Charity
must have soul in it. It must be born of
the better impulses, founded in natural jus
tice, and flow in the commonest channels of
life. But charity is still something more
than the giving or loaning money or goods.
Thousands of spirits long for words, looks,
encouragements of smiles as well as dollars
— hoping for soul-stirring, generous tokens
o f confidence. The charity this world most
needs after all, is the finest- quality of meruy aud fond heart-beatings towards the thou
sand objects in our paths. The best talents
and dispositions of those to whom we bear
relation in social life, are often discouraged,
perhaps hidden forever, without the exercise
of this quality of charity. How many no
ble natures bave been smothered by unchar
itable combinations of far meaner ones.—
How many are now held in check perhaps
by such.
How many naturally buoyant spirits, are
burdened, chilled in the frigid zone ?>f social
life around them ! How many kept in check,
if not by absolute acts, by cold and sullen
indifference of those whose office it is to en
courage and develop.
Oh man, he kind, be forgiving. This is
the season, these are the times for true
Christian charity. Make it sacred and
fruitful in commoration of the season upon
"which angels first told to men the glad
message of the Christian Life.
‘Beneath that downcast look of the silent
passer-by, may be the smothered fires of a
once happy nature, in whose whole appear
ance now can only be read a history of
misfortunes. Beneath that tattered cloak
the sport of the wintry blast, there is a
heart whose beatings were once as hopeful
as your own, although it is withered now._
Speak to that form. Bring back the color
to that pale cheek—the tender throbbing to
that saddened heart— the smile to those lips
that perhaps may never more smile ! Oh !
that is charity- -and What though sin has
had its share—“Forgivness is a higher qual
ity than justice.”

In the first place it is no sacrifice, for it is
p g r Bennett stops just a few days longer,
amply paid for. How easy to take such
“apparatus,” perhaps a “ triangle” made of Next week is positively the last. See advertwo planks, perhaps simply a stick of tim- tisement.
ber ten feet long and chained to the sled
p&~ “Nary” Santa Claus paid us a visit
runners, and on the occasion of ench new
fall of snow to any considerable depth, break Christmas eve. Strange neglect!
or remove it in a respectable manner. In
L ater from E urope. St. Johns N. F., Dec.
the first place, Mr. Surveyor, the law says
Steamship
iff Manchester,
you shall do i t ; in the next place you get Liverpool Dec. 12, via Queenstown 13th, was
sufficient pay for i t ; and in the last place if intercepted by the news yatch of the Associyou have any commendable measure of pride ted Press at 6 o’clock this morning, off Cape
J
, , . .. ...
— wifuuuueiTy on ttie
“ ■“ “ ' T " " ; 7 ” .
, 7 . 7 ° p y The Palestine brings out £69,000. The City
over the “masterly inactivly” of last year of Manchester sailed with 24 cafco and 108
aud former years, but go to work and give steerage passengers, £11,636 in specie, and
us “ safe and convenient” winter roads and a
carS0, It is supposed that the robbery
you will have done something towards’ settling the troubles of this distracted country
and merit the good feeling of every patriot
in the land. It is in small things that we

l ^ f c a ^ ^
mined action on the part of the English Gov
eminent, who are awaitiag official confirma™°n‘ Italian, affairs remained unchanged,

most generally make ourselres useful. Most „ e n , * K d m V C h e m ' S ¿ u . ^ T
of 113 can do something towards the good of visions.
humanity—if we try, and most of us are!. The programme of the new Austrian Min
State contained sleeping and imobliged to do it in a small way Mav wp *s*ers
y
portant measures of reform.
not look for some creditable and seasonable
action in this matter ?
The Great W estern P lains of A merica.

T he L yceum. So far it has been a success,
The audience last Thursday night, although
it was one of the stormiest days and evenings
„
, , *
evenings
of the season, was good, the seats being genorally filled. The lecture by Mr. Woodman
on “ The State of Europe” was delivered in

These occupy a longitudial parallelogram,
nearly one thousand miles wide, extending
tke Texan to the British line and from
“ !c Ro?k7 Mountains to the western border
of Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri aud Iowa,
au area equal to tho surface of twenty-four
States between the Mississippi and the At1? ntic>without a single abrupt mountain,

1,1, u„uH y
U m s,y,e. I,
. .LokougLly |I X K * ® t S T Z
and familiarly told narrative of the recent scarce. The soil is not silicious or sandy,
history of European Governments, and tho but a ^ne calcareous mold. The country is
prospective settlement of the great question tilicklJ clad with grasses, edible and nutriof ,he coming season. Mr. W ood™ « is 00.1
u T Ä «
tainly one of the finest speakers we have ev-! rainless; the rivers which abound, anil
er heard, and eminently qualified to please
a'l run from west to east, serve, like
and instruct Lycum goers on almost any sub*rlaSate rather than drain the
neighboring surface. From
ject embraced in the current history of the |rions“ l u d p ^ I T I h e y may y e í w a ta ch e
times. The paper by Miss Cleaves was good pasture fields of the world, upon which pasas usual; still we would caution contribu-jtorial agriculture may yet become a separa
tors against appropriating too much matter atC del,artmeut of natural industry,
not original—especially without giving credManchester,
it for it. Also, against personalities, about 99D istressing Tragedy. , —
~ —----- ’ Dec.
.. .
.
f .
.
, ’
Mrs. Elizabeth Fitch, wife of the late
which there is not obscurity enough to vest John L. Fitch, Esq., a lawyer of considerable
them with any curiosity or interest. Mr. reputation, who died in this city on the lOtk
Elwell, Mr. Cobb, and one or two other !.nst” ajtera yei7 short illuees of fever, was

A N arrow Escape From Death . Many
doomed prisoners in France in the so-called
“ Reign of Teiror,” Earrowly escaped death
bv the sudden uprising against Robespierre,
which cut short his ferocious despotism.
But it is not so generally known that one of
the first noblemen in England wa3 deliver
ed from the executioner by the sudden death
of Henry the Eighth. An article in Black
wood’s Magazine gives a graphic sketch of
the escape of the Duke of Norfolk from the
scaffold:
The trial of the duke came on. Thirty
years before this be had been the great sol
dier of England. He had always conquered
by land or by sea—for the services were not
at that time divided— and especially had
served under his father at the great battle
of Flodden, which so weakened the power of
Scotland that he could never more cope on
equal terms with her more powerful sister.
But all these services were forgotten;
forgotten also was the obedience— we may
almost call it servility—displayed by this
chief of the Howards to the wishes and ca
prices of the king. We wish we could for
get them, too, for they are the only blots up
on his character. Out of an overstrained
feel'iDg of the duty of submission, he had ac
quiesced iu the execution of his two nieces,
Anne Boleyn and Catherine Howard, the
wives of the tyrant who was now intent on
his own destruction. With a clinging to life
which was, perhaps, natural at his years,
he begged for pardon—confessed guilt,
where no guilt existed, in hopes of soften
ing the obdurate heart of his destroyer—
and found services, submission, confession,
supplication, all iu vain. On the 28th of
January an order was 3ent to the lieuten
ant o f the Tower for his execution on the
following morning. W hat gloom was in
the duke’s chamber that night we need not
say ; what grief to find his white hairs dis
honored, his petition disregarded, his son
murdered almost before his eyes, and the
hour approaching that was to carry him to
the fatal block. But there was another
chamber that night that was as full of
gloom as the prisoner’s dungeon in the Tow
er. On a stately bed lay a sufferer groan
ing with pain, and tormented, as we may
suppose, with the upbraidings of an uneasy
conscience. Fretful, irritable, and unsub
dued. it was the king who was now at
wrestling with death. With trembling
hands his wife administered the opiates rec
ommended to sooth his pain ; the page at
the door counted the cries of anguish with
out a sigh of compassion ; and silently the
physician went through the ceremony of feel
ing the pulse, and could give no prospect of
recovery. Here were two men, the tyrant
and the victim, both struggling with the
terrible hour. Gray dawn began to light
up the turret tops of the Tower; it also rest
ed on the roof of the palace at Westminster.
The early morn was to see the Duke of Nor
folk fall before the stroke of the executioner;
but before that time a surer blow fell upon
the exhausted tyrant. A hurried noise of
feet sounded at the prisoner’s door—the key
is turned—a voice gives him the news—-the
king is dead, and the duke was saved. It
shows how completely these cruelties were
the work of the individual king, that his
decease was the signal for the abrogation of
a law ; tbe sentence was never carried into
execution, and iu peace arid quiet, the re
mainder of the emancipated prisoner’s days
were passed.
On Wednesday morning, Sani\iel~Sheldon a
respectable farmer and member of the Meth
odist Church, while reproving his son Frank,
a lad of 19 years, for some disobedience, the
latter dealt his father a murderous blow on
the head with a barn shovel, the edge of
which cut a gash the length of five inches,
severing the temporary artery and complete
ly cleaving the skull from which the brain
protruded. In this wounded condition Mr.
Sheldon ran a quarter of a mile to the house
of his father, his progress traced by his
blood the entire way The excitement in
that usually quiet town is natural intense.
Young Sheldon has not beeu arrested, but
“ watched” with his father on Wednesday
night. He declines to answer questions, hut
makes the statement that “ he was not in the
least angry, when he struck the blow ! The
wife aud mother of the parties sits in a sort
of unconscious state, and exhibit signs of
insanity. There were no witnesses to the
affray but the family. The shovel is not to
be found. There is no hopes of the wound
ed man’s recovery.— [Boston Journal, 22d.
Emigration to Central A merica. The
Central American States are making vigor
ous efforts to promote the settlement ot their
vacant territory by liberal grants of land to
families emigrating to their country, and al
so by assisting industrous persons in Europe
who have not the means of removal, but
who are willing to undertake the journey.—
We learn by last advices from England that
Senor Guitierrcz, minister of the govern
ment of Salavador at the Court of St. James,
has a contract through his agent in Paris’
with sixty families removing from the Con
tinent to that State, and has chartered a ves
sel to convey them from Havre to Aspinwall. The government grant to each fam
ily one hundred and fifty acres of land, and
hope in this way to increase their industrial
resources, and thus add to their material
prosperity. There is a similar
foot for a^colon/in Honduras1*

lecturers are engaged. The Rev. Mr. Steb-! /ears o l T t h T s V o ^
t t m f T Y 'S
^C entral America“
> Ayer
a—
- 1
1 A.
* A.
m
bins, Hon. Caleb t
R.
au
Strout-i| A* •
bottle partially filled with prussic acid the same plan has been adopted.
Esq., have been invited to lecture and it is was f»und in the room leaving no doubt but
A H ard Customer. A few months ago,
hoped that they will accept. At any rate tka,t sko kad IJ°*soned herself and daughter
____ •.____ .... f ..... ,
r" ,
. . .
’ with it. They were found together
toeethernn
on ¡f
¡1 bed
ho,i ! the pos$ master at
Pigeon, Mich., w^as
pains will be spared to make the future Mrs. Fitch was thirty-one yS rs old“ aud it “
Y1 ™ a charge of robbing the mail,
meetings even an improvement on any and is supposed that she was rendered m’rti iliv* , induced tbe officer to go home with him,
he cot
__
when he
got lenvf>
leave tn
to Ka
be absent in another
all others, if possible.
insane by the sudden death of her•rhusband when
and of a daughter that died on the 14 iust. room for a few moments. Upon going after
him he was found apparently a corpse5, from
from the effects of a fall.
We have been requested to state for
a dose of strychnine which it was supposed
he had taken, and the officer left. The de
the benefit of several boys who hang around
,1
, , ..
, „
T
1 The African Slave Trade. B v advireQ linquent then came to life and vamosed, and
the entry to the hall on Lyceum and Dane- just received from Cuba, the New York l “ t
his family carried out the cheat by puttinong School nights, also, for the benefit of learns that the burque William Pelletier, on mourning. Being afterwards seen in
their parents and guardians, that they will master, has just Lauded another cargo. The’ Chicago his grave was opened, and found to
be made to answer for certain misdemeanors, ' ViIliam was captured by t he steamer Wyan- contain nothing but a stick of wood.
if the sure
j
rm.• ■
•„ dotte 011 the
01 May last, and taken to
.
‘ ‘
epeated. This is no ld.e Key West, with five hundred and thirty Afritlireat.
ihe
cause
is
well
founded,
and
all
cans
on
board.
She
was sold by the United Srx V ictims to Intemperance. A telegraphic
“ Speak gently, -tis a little thing
concerned are notified that remonstrance and States Marshal, aud was immediately refit- despatch Friday announced the burning of
Dropped in the hearts deep w ell;
a tenement house in New Haven. It appears
The good, the joy that it may bring,
kind treatment generally are no longer to te<^ ^or tke 8^ave trade* She has now land- from the account in the Palladium of that
Eternity shall tell.”
city,
that one of the tenants, Mrs. Colbert,
■ » •»<*
who are interested in the exercises, but neigh- captain of the barque Arbdenues, aud was has been recently before tbe courts for viola
7$$^Three marriage notices of young per bors have made complaint and asked protec- owner ° f tke White Cloud, both slaves. The tion of the Sunday law. During the night
— insults.
:— u .
White Cloud is numbered with •inissing ves- she and her husband were heard quarrelling
sons in Fryeburg, which appeared iu a re tiou from further
and it is supposed that the fire occurred in
sels.
cent number of the Reporter turn out to
their apartments from the overturning of a
have been incorrect. They were furnished
lamp or candle, burning to death, father
We learn that last Saturday mornmother and four children. One boy saved
and inserted in good faith.
We are very in- about
o’clock, the
sorry, but do not feel to blame about it, and covered fire in the basement o f the Cumber- permit ting the Prince of Wales to break his life by jumping from a window.
it is the only occurrence of the kind in the land Mills, which, was however immediately j ^^^®uoh the line of blood Royal marriages
Gov Banks of Mass, and Gov. Bucking,
history of the paper. We have been told checked by means of water near at hand.— ;
Seeif a la<Jy t0 sliare the tllrone with
i x i
1alul, wherever he lists. Who knows but ham o f Lonn. have each responded to the
that a prosecution has been hinted at. Be Tl « 1 ue fire is supposed to have caught from that a Yankee girl may be the lucky fa.ir 1 resident 3 recommendation by issuing a
easy, and don’t increase iokes !
proclamation for a Fast in their respective
ma tches near the funnel.
one ?
*
states on the 4th of Januarv.

G orrillas and their F erocity. If Mr. j Hypocricy. I f there is any
■tion of the many to which hu
Darwin’s notion that the human race may
|subject, that deserves scorn and
have developed from the monkey tribes had j robatiou, it is that assumption
any scientific basis, it would be a little hu for others, and interest in
miliating that other branches from the orig which paves the way of ent
confidence o f him whose vi
inal stock have attained a higher degree of tained, and plans approved, ,
physical strength has fallen to man. The one may be held up to derision
gorrillas are far more than a match for him, ' er frustrated.
The hypocrite approaches yon ^
when unassisted by weapons:
guise or friendship: and thatyqì?
Dr. Du Chaillu is probably the first and bosom yourself to him, he often
only white man who has dared to wage war admiration of your character by
with gorillas. The apes of Borneo and Su to your virtues you do not p
matra are infants in comparison with them. the foibles and vices that d
The far-famed chimpanzee is a great docile mar your real worth, he met
creature which can never be named in ured flattery, and character^»,
the same day with the gigantic sava ishes as “ amiable eccentricities
ge of Central Africa. Think o f it ! The ces of spirit.”
gorilla is six feet two inches in height, and
His assiduity in cultivating
three feet between the shoulder blades. The is only equalled by his untiria
paw is that of a giant— three times tbe size deavoring to blacken your it
of a human hand. The finger measures six j exaggerating, in ten fold degree^
inches in circumference at the base. There ; and turning even your vii toes iat*
is an immense ridge running perpendicular In your presence there is no rim»,
ly over the cranium ; this and the groat pretend to deny you, and no faultfe,
jaws are packed with muscle of prodigious any
nnv Trm
way? imnntft
impute tn
to tnnn
your poni
strength. The creature has huge arms al your absense he withholds eventogether disproportioned to the body. It is feature of your character, and *
covered with black hair, and has a matted and multiplies, to the extent ofi*;
lock on its head, which it has tbe power of of naration,
nQT*otinr» whatever
wrhotflrflR delicquaj
rLi:.--- *
bringing over its face.
It has almost the may have been guilty of, thoujkt
sagacity of a man, and almost the ferocity his seductive influence and persa^
of a fiend. The mal& is terribly pugnacious; you were induced to turn asidefri
the female always flies. When they make of duty, of rectitude* or of ‘
their attack they beat their breasts with
Pawning as the bound,
fists, making a sound which can be heard a cowardly as the wolf, venomo
mile. Their cry— which has a terrific re peut, and lying and treach,
semblance to a human voice—can be heard blackest-hearted demon in the 1
three miles amid the reverberations of the arch fiend, is that incarnation
hills.
impulses and malicious motiTet
As they approach their adversary, they faced, oily-tongued hypocrite,
endeavor to* intimidate him.
One woul([ like, kisses but to betray.—An
think this was easily done.
That fearful
sound, those frantic eyes, glaring with* the
A F ine P assacf^ The Her.
intelligence and malignity of a demon, were
enough to shake nerves uot easily disturbed disgusted by tbe egotism and on*
from their equipoise. Our hero lost five or preacher, who, with a mixture eft
six men in these strange engagements — plancy and imprudence, challensi
Think of the tremendous strength that, with miration of a sermon, was proitfci
one blow of the arm, could crush the ribs — “ Yes, there was one very fine ^
like pipe stems, and tear out a piece of the your discourse, sir.” “I am rejrieeit
.side ; and that with a single movement of you say so; which was it?” “if1
the jaw, could crush the barrel o f a gun as was the passage from the pulpit i
if it had been a stick of candy! Another fact; vestry.”
There are no lions in the beat of the gorilla.
T ime. Every day is a yearto a£
Emerson in his new volume, the and has in it the four seasons. Ik
“ Conduct o f Life,” thus discourses of the ing is the spring, the middle of thei
mer, the evening autumn, andtheuc
human eye :
ter. To man life is a year, anday
The eyes of men converse as much as their day—past scenes are generally r
tongues, with the advantage, that the ocular with a solemn sadness, caused hy(«1
t-1Jr*1 /»4 needs
viaaiIa non ill
d11Annr*v hnf.
dialect
dictionary,
bu is lin(lftr_ that the time is gone,which will never;
stood all the world over.
When the eyes Our days must be well and profiuiy
say one thing, and the tongue another, a if we would remember them withp.;.
practical man relies on the language of the
first. If the man is off his centre, the eyes
There is a man in New York, vk:
show it. You can read in the eyes of your
companion, whether your argument hits pulous in having his door plate
him, though his tongue will not confess it. ery morning, because he is de1
There is a look by which a man shows he is leave an untarnished name behi
going to say a good thing, and a look when
Many a man thinks it is rir
he has said it. Vain and forgotten are all keeps him from turning ameal, u
the fine offers and offices of hospitality, if only a full stomach. One shouldbt.
there is no holiday in the eye. How many and not misteke potatoes for prindpi
furtive inclinations avowed by the eye tho’
A cavalier in our vicinity the dk
dissembled by the lips ! One comes away
from a company, in which it may easily tried to put down his opponentwitkt
happen, he has said nothing, and no impor tion : ‘i f Noah did send out a dowi
tant remark has been addressed to him, and er returned, where did it go to*
yet, in sympathy with the society, he shall retorted his antagonist, ‘I supposH
not have a sense of this fact, such a stream shot it.’
of life has beeu flowing into him, and out
‘Isaac can you describe a bat ? 'I
l ;~. »1----- -i. thr. oom
Thorp are eves.
a f i o y t t b e w fo /l
------ « a « , mat give no 11101-c aamineioia into n e a
the man than blueberries. Others are liquid pie, has india-rubber wings, anti st
and deep,—wells that a man might fall in ta il; he sees with his eyes shut, u
to ;—others are agressive and devouring, like the devil 1’
seem to call out the police, take all too much
A husband advertises thus :-4
notice, and require crowded Broadways, and Maria, has strayed or been stolec.1
the security of millions to protect individu returns her will get his head Irak
als against them. The military eye I meet, trusting her, anybody can do soif k
now darkly sparkling under clerical, now fit : for as I never pay my oiratot
under rustic brows. ’Tis the city of Lacedae- not likely I’ll pay her’n,’
man ; ’ tis a stack of bayonets. There are
Should a skunk read Hamlff
asking eys, asserting eyes, prowling eyes ;
full of fate,—some of good, and some of sin- would he choose for a motto ?
ster omen. The alledged power behind the answer: ‘Methinks I scent the l
eye. It must be a victory achieved in the We get this from a young mam
the perfumery business next to
will, before it can be signified in the eye
Eyes.

T wo B lessings. ‘It’s a great fe
N u m b e r One.
One hour lost in the morn possess what one wishes,’ saidSc«
ing by lying in bed, w ill put back all the an ancient philosopher, who replied
business of the day.
greater blessing still, not to desireu

One hour gained by rising early, is worth
one month in the year.
One unruly animal will teach all others
in the company bad tricks ; and the Bible
says : “one sinner destroyeth much good.”
One drunkard will keep ti family poor,
and make them miserable.
One wife who is always telling how finely
her neighbor dresses, and how little she can
get, will look pleasanter if she talks of some
thing else.
One husband that is penurious or lazy,
and deprives his family of comforts such as
his neighbors enjoy, is not tne sort of a hus
band he ought to be.
One good newspaper is a good thing iu ev
ery family, and—
One that don’t take a good newspaper, and
pay for it, is an unworthy citizen, aud dis
regards his best interests.

does not possess.’
Good service is prompt service. If
to be a favor when he upon riwi t
vice is conferred has lost in pad#
hope deferred what he might hare Je
in love and gratitude.
Hold on to your good charade:,
and ever will be, your best wealth.
Hold ou to your virtue—it isri
price to you, in times and places
Hold3 on to the truth—foritr
well, and do you good throughout
A negress, speaking of her chi'dj
of one who was lighter colored tk
rest, ‘I nebber could bar1dat ar but’
he shows dirt so easy.’

A rather thick-headed witness ia lice court at St. Louis was askd
tion whether the party accusediia
He innocently rep'.A
D readful E xplosion. The English papers defensive ?’
slood
on a bench.’
bring accounts ot a disaster in a coal mine
near Newport in Wales. The oclliery had been
.The Franklin Company, Ieriitsin operation several years in the production countermanded their orders for a*1
of steam coal, aud as gas is in such pits for that part of the Porter Mill Wjf
more or less generated, the usual preventive vacated by the Lewiston Bagging C#
measures were adopted. The pit was ex
Mr. Whitcomb of Masardis, a
amined on the morning of Dec. 1, after which
between five and six o^ciock, some two hun- ago while hunting on Big Machias;
above
Ashland, fell in with a herd*
dred men descended. About nine o’clock a
terrific explosion occurred, which was heard moose, six iu number, and withont ■*far above the surface ; and upon inspection them, managed to creep upon one
it was found that at some distance from the other till he killed five out of thesa
bottom of the pit the gas had fired. As soon
A large company with heavy opia
as the ventilation would allow, dead bodies been formed in England, to uniertt
were found in several directions. By twelve raising of cotton in India. The#**
o’clock eleven had been sent up, and at four proved machinery is to be introancei
o’clock forty more had been collected at the
bottom of the shaft, the whole being,brought
It is reported that Rev. J. HkPJji
up in the course of the evening and convey Mississippi, formerly of Portland,*«*
ly
shot himself lately, and nowuesed to their respective homes in carts aud
on hastily constructed biers. It was believ ry precarious situation.
ed that not less than one hundred and twen
.. .............
Another English
Prince
ty men and boys, with twenty-eight horses,
is country. It is PrinceAte#**
this
perished.
son of qneen Victoria, wnoD3: i,“ ’ "
Eurvalus, ami will join theSUw
The Shoe Business is said to be more de ger vessel, which will sail eanj &
pressed than any other branch of trade iu for the West Indies and North;
*\eY,'Ru®laud' R is estimated that one third
They had a regular New
^
ol all the working people are out o f employ
ment. In Natick, where the work is princi- storm at Richmond, Ya., on
inst.• It was aeciaeuiy
decidedly wy
cold,
pally on brogans for the South, one tfious-1 ius,'
and persous have been discharged : in Lynn, i wind>and the snow was dri
Marblehead and Danverse, there are from
ti- •
. j ,1 .v. Lj*i
two to three thousand out o f employ
in I o
“ fn°T “ ' " m *■'^ untof 1
Haverhill the business has not been so low T t ^ i mluciDS th.eir
1
S in c e 1837.
So it is all over the State ThS at the present
are sflow
cunn?
larfie
prices.
is unfortunate at this season of the ye«®
”
when no other occupation calls for them.—
In Taunton, on Tuesday,
'
Newburyport Herald.
of George W. Tuoker was ba
manner that she died on We
mother left the room for a
Mr. John Reed, of Brunswick, was drown- while the child was throwing 1
ed in the Androscoggin rivor, at Topsham,
into the grate. She was only **
on Friday.
f
age.
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'A Sweeping F ire. The fire which broke
or ut iu Orango, N. J., on Thursday night, oiriginated in tho “ Old Museum,” occupied
tfor all sorts o f purposes, including habitanions for humans in very humble circum
stances. It raged at will five hours, there
ibeing no fire engines in tho town, and was
•only arrested by engines from Newark,
fbrought on by a special train, thirteen
'buildings, largo and small, were dsstoyed.
T h e roof of tho Methodist Church was crush
ed in by fho falling of a wall of a high store
adjoining- The Centre Market anil tho post
•office building were destroyed; also a drug
store, a watch-maker’s shop, and a jewelry
store, a shoe store, a dry goods store, a pro
vision market, a grocery store, a clothing
store, and flour store. About one.half of
tho loss on tho stores was covered by insu
rance, leaving a balance of $80,000 to fall
upon tho owners.

P ? y ou r esteeu
ln n K *«al iT S
p reputation bv
In 1312, I’ izzaro, exploring the equinoxial
8 ree,you rerroJ
region of South America, discovered trees so
iea in to ridicule’
large that sixteen men could barely encom
► virtu e he 4
pass one of them with extended arms. A l
fa u lt he w ilii
lowing six feet for tho spread of a man’s
possession. in
arms, this would make the tree 06 feet cir
1 every exalte]
cumfercnce and 32 feet diameter, four feet
V ’ V.1. .ma?nifie,
from the ground—as large as the Calaveras
* of 1118 ability
Big Tree. Humbolt mentions a tree at Oax
inqucncies Jo;
aca which was 112 feet circumference— over
L° u g V through
37 feet in diameter.
persuasive ^
ide from the path
The Manchester Print Works have just
honor.
made up their six months accounts, and show
w i,y ns the fox
the very handsome result of $210,000 as
ueus as the atrtheir net earnings. The principal manufac
tcherous as the
tures of the company are delaines and prints,
he legions of fi*
they also make satinets and cassimeres.—
on o f Krovelling
The Manchester delaines hold a deservedly
ivos. the double* • high rank, and their list of sales for the
tc. who. Judai. ;
past six months must have been very large.
Auios Shurtliff. |
[Boston Commercial Bulletin.
Robert Hall I
nd conciet o f»
uro ofselPfom.!
til longed his adprovoked to saj
hue passage of
rejoiced to hear
” , “ Why, sir. it
p u lp it into the
CV.

tr to a silk worn
lDH- 1 he morni o f the day sumid the night wioand a year is a
rrnlly rocolleted
<1 b y the thought
rill never return,
profitably spent,
w ith pleasure.
irk. who isscru- |
>lato polished er.
determined to
behind him 1
s virtue wbith
tseal. when it is
bouhl be careful
principle.
the other day
tit w ith the quesa dove that new j
0 to 1* ‘ Why,’ !
ppose somebody

JÌ& IT !

Y rave chance to Buy Cheap
very few days
VVER

can be bought for Cost, or even Less, at

us :— “ M y wife,
itolen. Whoever
1 broke. As to
1so i f they see
w u debts, it is
let, what line
? We give the
e m ornin g air/ ;
.n who starts in
week.
eat blessing to
d som e one to
replied : “ It’s a
desire what one
rice. It ceases
whom the seri patience and
have bestowed
acker, for it is
ra lth .

; is above all
ices.
•it w ill serve
hont

eternity.

ch ildren , said
>red than the
a r ’ brat, kasa
rss in the po
led the quesd ‘ stood on the
rep lied : ‘Ha
ow iston, have
or machinery
1 unnll

tO he
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As lie is about to return to Boston, and
has on hand a Good Assortment of Goods
and wishes to close them out before leaving
town, lie now offers to do anything in his
line of business V E R Y C H E A P .
P IC T U R E S IN S E R T E D IN CASES of all
kinds and in PINS, RINGS, LOCKETS, Ac.
A T J . C. B E N N E T T ’ S SA LO O N .

Bridgton Center, for a few days.
Call soon. Remember the time is short.
Bridgton, Dec. I860.
6tf

At a Court of Probate, held at Portland,
within and for the County of Cumberland
on the first Tuesday of December, iu the
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
sixty.
ARRIET C. SEAVEY Administratrix of
the Estate of J o n a t u a n S e a v e y , late
of Bridgton. in said County, deceased, having
presented her second account of Administra
tion of said Estate for probate : Also her pe
tition for license to sell so much ot the
Real Estate of said deceased as will produce
the sum of five hundred dollars for the pay
ment of debts and charges of administration
It was Ordered, That the said Administratrix
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing notice to be published three weeks suc«essively, in the Bridgton Reporter, printed
at Bridgton, that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at said Portland, on
the third Tuesday oi January next, at ten
of the clock in the forenoon, and show cause
if any they have, why the same should not
be allowed.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copv : Attest,
The Montreal Advertiser says that last
6
AARON B. HOLDEN, Register.
week 33 persons wero interred in the Roman
•Catholic Cemetery, 53 of whom were chil dren, IT dying of small pox : during the
same period 10 interments took place in the
( Successors to Chase, Woodbury
Co.)
Protestant Burying Ground.

H

Chase, Littlefield & Co.
IM P O R T E R S A N D

D E A L E R S IN

H U I I N E W E L L ’ S U N IV E R S A L COUGH

A
H
ö
W
A
H
E
Remydy, so perfectly adapted to all Lung H
aud Bronchial Complaints, Common and In
— AND—
flammatory Sore Throat. Whooping Cough,
Common and Spasmodic Coughs, even to A c
C U TLE R Y ,
tual Consumption, owes its most perfect re
sults by being strictly confined to that law
N O. 175 M I D D L E S T ., P O R T L A N D ,
of simples which makes results perfect. Its
opposite to most preparations is that it may D. D. Chase, C. S??Littlefield, F. H. Littlefield.
be îaken, without the least restraint, every
N. B. A gents for H O W E ’ S IM P R O V E D
hour in the day if necessary, without produ
ti'36
cing neusea or prostration. In its prepara S C A L E S .
tion neither opiates nor expectorants arc al
lowed to disturb the natural law, and as
J. D. WOODBURY,
seon as its work is done on the Throat and
Lungs, it then becomes a j beautiful and per
D E A L E R IN
fect Tonic. If ou.i friends will accept our
declarations, that we prefer to rest on the O Y S T E R S , C I G A R S , F R U I T , A M )
true character of both the Unixersal Cough
Remedy, and Tolu Anodyne, by actual re
CONFECTIONERY.
sults o f fair trials, using all care to purchase
the genuine of both, and read the pamphlets
OYSTERS for sale by the quart.
to be found with all dealers, iu place of
B R ID G T O N C E N T E R , M E .
sweeping declarations, we will abide their
decisions Sold by all deaiers in town. See
Also—Saws GUMMED and FILED at the
advertisement.
43w8
shortest notice.
6m6

DENTISTRY.

SAM’L ADLAM, Jr.,

DR. HASKELL may be expected at Bridgton soon to attend upon them who wish bis
professional service.
tf46

-------- D E A L E R

P A R L O R ,

M A H R I A G ES.

'

bat ?
‘Yes, sir;
» « ¡7.0 o f a stopand shoestring
shu t, and bites

for a

In Harrison, 13th inst., by Ezra T. Ingalls
Eiq. Mr Allison L Thomas to Miss Mel viva
Bucknall, both of H.
In Otisfield 9th inst. Mr- Lyman Smith to
Mrs. Huldah Smith, both of O .: Mr. George
Bucknell o f Harrison to Miss Mary A., onlydaughter of Charles Turner o f O.

I N ---------

Ql Hj A\ Mj Bj E! Ri

— AND—

P L A I N

0B a r i* V B B v

f

IM P O R T E R A N D D E A L E R IN

CH INA, CROCKERY AND

D E A T II S

G r l a s s

'W a r e ,

M I S C E L L A N E O U S

ARE YOU INSURED ?

MRS. L. E. GRISWOLD

OULD respectfullyinvite the attention
of the Ladies to her NEW an SPLEN
There is a growing tendency in this age to
appropriate the most expressive words of DID assortment of the latest and most fash
other languages, and after a while to incor ionable styles of
porate them into our own ; thus the word
Cephalic, which is from the Greek, signify,
M IL L IN E R Y
ing “ for the head,” is now becoming popu
S T A TE
M U T U A L
larized in connection with Mr. Spalding’s
great Headache remedy, but it will soon bo
L I F E A 8S U R 1X € E C O M P A N Y ,
& S3 © TT © © © © S »
used in a more general way, and the word f
OF WORCESTER, MASS.
Cephalic will become as common as Electro
— consisting of—
Chartered in 1844.— Cash fund, June 1, 1860, type and many others whose distinction as
foreign
words
has
been
worn
away
by
com
1IATS,
B
O
N
N
ETS,
B O N N E T S IL K S ,
nearly * 3 0 6 ,0 0 0 .
mon usage until they seem “ native and to
A N D R IB B O N S :
r |''HIS old and successful company, conduc- the manor born.”
-I. ted with rigid economy, having accuraieFrench and American Flowers,
lated a large cash fund, has been enabled to
’ A R D L Y R E A L IZ E D .
Ruches, Gloves, Hosiery,
reduce the rates of premium about twentyHi ’ad ’orrible ’eadache this liafternoon
D R E S S T R I M M I N G S , & c.
live per cent, below the ordinary rates of
hand
I
stepped
into
the
hapothecaries
hand
most other companies, and invites all who
propose to provide for a family or friends by says hi to the man ; “ Can you hease me of Bonnets and Hats Bleached c|- Pressed,
insurance, to look into the system of this an ’eadache ?” “ Does it hache ’ard,” says
company before insuring elsewhere. Premi ’e. “ Hexceedingly,” says hi, hand upon
Rooms opposite L. Billings’ Store.
ums may be paid annually, semi-annually or that ’ e gave me a Cephalic Pill, hand ’pon
Bridgton Center, April 13, I860.
tf23
me ’ onor it cured me so quick that 1 ’ardly
quarterly.
realized I ’ad ’ad an ’edache.
H on . ISAAC DAVIS, President.
H on . EMERY WASHBURN, Vice
IK T J S N J W
tt^” HEADACHE is the favorite sign by
CLARENDON HARRIS, Secretary.
which nature makes known any deviation
whatever from the natural state of tlje braiu
Within a short time, I have paid *2 5 ,0 0 0 and viewed in this light it may be looked on
to parties in this city and vicinity, on lives as a safeguard intended to give notice of
D .E .4 M , K B A B K E R
of persons insured at this Agency, some of disease which might otherwise escape atten;
whom had been insured but a short time.
tion, till too late tq, be remedied ; and its in
the old stand,
dications should never be neglected. Head Still remain at
ance Hall, and
Having been agent for this excellent insti aches may’ be classified under two names, under Temper
eived a NEW
tution for the last fifteen years, 1 have seen v iz , Symptomatic and Idiopathic. Symp have just rec
and W i n t e r
and known something of the advantages of tomatic Headache is exceedingly common Stock of Fall
Life Insurance to families and friends in the and is the precursor of a great variety of
hour of distress. Let no one neglect it while diseases, among which are Apoplexy, Gout,
within reach.
Apply’ to
Iiheniatism and ail febrile diseases. In its
W . D . L I T T L E , General Agent,
nervous form it is sympathetic of disease of
Portland, or to ENOCH KNIGHT, Bridg the stomach constituting sick headache, of
ton.
is tf 2.
hepatic disease constituting bilious headache,
-consisting ofof worms, constipation and other disorders
of the bowels, as well as renal and uterine
JOHN MEAD,
affections. Diseases of the heart are very
Carriage, Sign and Ornamental frequently attended with Headaches; Anpa;mia aud plethora are also affections which of the latest styles,
frequently occasion headache. Idiopathic
Headache is also very common, being usual, THE PRINCE OF WALES HATS,
N O R TH B R ID G T O N , M E .
ly distinguished by the name of nervous
Signs, Banners, and all kinds of Lettering headache, sometimes coming on suddenly in
JEDDO HATS,
a state of apparently sound health and pros
neatly executed.
both new styles.
Carriages, Sleighs, and Furniture Painted trating at once the mental and physical en
ergies,
and
in
other
instances
it
comes
on
and Ornamented in the best style.
slowly heralded by depression of spirits or
[L^Orders from neighboring towns solicited. acerbity of temper. Inmost instances the
R IB B O N S !
North Bridgton, Dec. 14, 1860
6
paiu is in the front of the head, over one or of the latest styles sold as cheap as can be
both eyes, and sometimes provoking vomit
bought anywhere.
ing ; under this class may also be named
Neuralgia.
Ruches, Blonds, Caps, Head Dresses, French
N o.
46
E lm
Street,
For the treatment of either class of Head
and American Flowers, Gloves, Hosiery.
ache the Cephalic Pills have been found a
BOSTON.
sure and safe remedy, relieving the most ac
n3 WESTON M E R R IT T , Proprietor, ly ute pains in a few minutes, and by its subtle
i t l t l S T iy O M IM t I
power eradicating the diseases of Which
Buttons, Veils, &c., all of which will be sold
Headache is the unerring index.
cheap for cash.
BONNETS
B r i o g r t .—Missus wants you to send her a
box of Cephalic Glue, no, a bottle of Prepar C O L O R E D B L E A C H E D AND P R E S S E D .
ed Pills,—but I’m thinking that’s not just it
MOURNING BIIROUDS made to order.
neither ; but perhaps ye'll be afther know
N. B. Wishing to quit the business, we
ing what it is. Y'e see she's nigh dead and
gone with the Sick Headache, and wants offer our entire stock for sale, it is a good
some more of the same as relaived her before chance for a good Milliner.y
BRIDGTON CENTER.
tf
Druggist.—You must mean Spalding’s Ce 49
phalic Pills.
Bridget.—Och ! sure now and you’ve sed
/a T T H I C T liM l
it, here’s the quarther and give me the Pills
and dont be all day about it aither.
The attention of those contemplating
LIFE
INSURANCE
is requested to the system and advantages
oi this Company. Insurance may be ob
tained, at reduced rates of premium, with the
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CONSTIPATION O R C O S T IV E N E S S .

No one of the “ many ills flesh is heir to"
is prevalent, so little understood, and so
D1XEY STONE & SON,
much neglected as costiveness. Often orig
inating in carelessness, or sedentary habits ;
— DEALEBS IN —
it is regarded as a slight disorder of too
little consequence to excite anxiety, while
in reality it is the precursor and companion
of many of the most fataland dangerous
diseases, and unless early eradicated it will
bring the sufferer to an untimely grave.—
Among the lighter evils of which costive
F. C. FAM NGTON,
ness is the usual attendant are Headache,
Colic, Rheumatism, Foul BreaAh, Biles and
ATTO R N EY AT L A W ,
others of like nature, while a long train
of frightful diseases such as malignant
L O V E L L , Oxford County, Maine.
Fevers, Abcesses, Dysentary, Diarrrea, Dys
Pertienlar attention paid to collecting.
pepsia, Apoplexy, Epilepsy, Paralysis, Hy
steria, Hypochondriasis, Melancholy and In
C AB LFJBTIKGUE sanity. first indicate their presence in the
system by this alarming symptom. Not un- Would respectfully invite the attention of
English awl American Carpetings freqnently the diseases named originated in the citizens of Bridgton and vicinity to their
Constipation, but take on an independent
------ l A tkst s tyle s -----existence unless the cause is eradicated in
iR T 0 ^ 7 7 7 " S t o o K
In Velvets, Brussels, Tliree-Plys, Tapestry an early stage. From all these considera
tions it follows that the disorder should re
Iugrain, Superfine and Stair !
ceive immediate attention whenever it oc
and no person should neglect to get a
(FLÜ ©ML g liT H S ; curs,
box of Cephalic Pills on the first appearance
of
the
complaint, as their timely use will ex
all widths.
S T R A W M A T T IN G S , R U G S, M A TS, & 0 . pel the insiduous approaches of disease and
destroy this dangerous foe to human life.
Gold Bordered Window Shades and Fixtures,
Drapery Materials of Damasks and Mus
Which have just been purchased, and are
lins,Feathers and Mattrasses, Bought
at Reduced Rates and will be
N O W O F F E R E D F O R S A LE !
sold very Cheap fo r Cash,
The Stock consists of the different varie
ties of
EDW ARD H. BÜRGIN,

DRY GOODS!
WEST INDIA GOODS

s

In Otisfield, 11th instant, Mr. Thomas
Wight aged 89 years, 4 months, 22 days. He B R I T A N N I A W A R E , T A B L E C U T L E R Y ,
was a native of Wrentham, Mass.
PL A T E D W A R E ,
S H E R I F F ’S S A L E .
And a general assortment of
Cumberland ss :
AKEN on Execution in favor of Nathan House F U R N I S H I N G Goods
iel P. Richardson and William VV. Stev
ens against David J. Caswell, and will be
The attention of purchas
sold at Public Auction, on SATURD AY, the
ers is invited to the large
twe'fth day of January next, 1861, at three
stock of H O U S E K E E P IN G
o'clock in the afternoon, at S. M. Harmon’s
office in Briigton, all the right in equity of
G O O D S now in Store as above,
redemption of which David J. Caswell had comprising as it does nearly every article
on the date o f the attachment on the origin usually needed in the F U R N IT U R E A N D
al writ or now has to redeem the following C R O C K E R Y department. Being one of the
described Real Estate, to w it : A certain largest stocks in the State, purchasers can
piece of Land with Buildings thereon, situa find almost any variety of rich, medium and
ted in Harrison, in said County o f Cumber low priced Goods, suited to their different F R E E S T R E E T C A R P E T W A R E H O U SE
land, a House, Tin Shop, and Stable connec wants.
ted, the late residence of David J. Caswell.
Those commencing House keeping can ob
Chambers No. 1 and 2 Free Street Block,
The said Real Real Estate is encumbered by tain a complete outfit at this establishment,
O ver H. J. L ib b y & Co.’ s,
two Mortgages one iu favor of.Daniel May without the trouble and loss of time usually
tf
1
P O R T L A N D , ME.
berry, and the other is in favor of Joseph P. attending a selection of this kind ; and the
Trafton for about three hundred and fifty subscriber is confident that, combining as he
ARTISTS
SUPPLY
STOR
E
dollars, for which reference may be had for does the various branches of the House Fur
further particulars.
nishiug business, he can offer goods at prices
No. G9 Exchange Sdset, Portland, Me.,
Dated at Bridgton, this sixth day of De that will not fail of proving satisfactory on
cember, a . d . 1860.
examination.
R . J. D . L A R R A B E E
8 "R U SSELL LAMSON, Dep’y Sheriff.
Wholesale and Retail dealer in

1

T

At a Court o f Probate held at Portland, with
in and for the County of Cumberland, on
the third Tuesday of December
the year
of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty.
ULDAH S. RUSSELL, Administratrix
of the estate of C a l v in R u ss e ll , late of
Harrison, in said County, deceased, having
presented her petition for license to sell and
convey so much of the Real Estate o f
said deceased, as will produce the sum of
three hundred and eighty’ -five dollars for the
payment of the debts of said deceased and
charges o f administration :
It was Ordered, That the said Administra
trix give notice to all persons interested, by
causing notice to be published, three weeks
successively, in the Bridgton Reporter, print
ed at Bridgton, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at said Portland,
on the third Tuesday of January next, at
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and show
cause if any they have, why the same should
not be granted.
W ILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
. A true copy : Attest,
8
AARON 13. HOLDEN. Register.

n

Stop T h ief!
riMIE “ Society for the Prevention and DeJL toction of Crime,” will hold their Annu
al Meeting for the choice of Officers, to hear
Reports, and attend to other usual business,
on Saturday, the fifth day of January, 1861,
at six o’clock, p . m , at the Brick School
House, North Bridgton Village. A general
attendance is desired.
GEO. E. CHADBORN, Sec y.
North Bridgton, Dec. 20, 1860.
This Society is an old and successful organ
ization, of more than forty years standing,
having for its object the mutual protection
of its Members, their Families, Persons and
Property, against Thieves, Burglars and Fel
ons of every grade.
Any Citizen of Bridgton,Harrison, Waterlord, Sweeden, Denmark, Naples and Otisfleld may become a member of this Society
by paying into the Treasurer one dollar and
subscribing his name to the Constitution or
causing the Secretary so to do.
The Board o f Standing Committee (viz :
T. H Mead, E. K Morse, Geo. Pierce, J. C.
Gerry and Midi Davis) are especially request
ed to attend.

PORTLAN D.
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Congress Street,

F R E N C H , E N G L IS H A N D A M E R IC A N
E N G R A V IN G S , P IC T U R E F R A M E S ,
L O O K IN G G L A S SE S , &C. G IL T
AND R O S E W O O D F R A M E S ,

of all sizes, both oval and square, always on
hand, and made to order. Directions and
materials for the Grecian Painting, with 3 en
The subscriber is pleased to be able to in gravings furnished for $5,00. A .1 patterns o
form the citizens of Portland and vicinity,
that he has returned to bis former place of G IL T A N D R O S E W O O D M O U LD IN G S,
Also, Noiv and Standard Sheet M U S I C ly2
business,
3

6

8

.

IIANSON & HILTON

No. 368 Congress Street,

and that he has now increased facilities for Keep constantly on hand and for sale agooft
assortment of
for filling all orders for

F U R N IT U R E !

(F A M IL Y © I @61115111,

O f Every kind and Description.

such as Teas, Coffee, Sugars, Molasses, Ap
pies, Potatoes, Butter and Cheese,

Also, Furniture of all classes repaired
with neatness and dispatch.

Also, Corned and Fresh BEEF, MUTTON
and clear Northern PORK, packed in store.

S O F A S,

C H A IR S ,

STEADS,

LOUNGES,

M ATTRESSES

BED

AND

S P R IN G B E D S ,

of the best brands for sale low for Cash, or
in exchange for Grain or Bacon Hams.

B E S T C U R E D H A M S can be had at our
o f every kind constan tly on hand and for
stove for 10 cents per pound.
sale at the low est figure.
P A R L O R -S E T S re-mado in every variety
o f g oods.
A lso, C H A M B E R S E T S repainted in ev
ery style.

0 ^ ” Wanted, all kinds o f Produce, Wood,
Hoops and Shooks, in exchange for Groce
ries.
Bridgton Center,
lGtf

Safaty Burning Oil,

Grateful for former patronage, he hopes by
strict and personal attention to business to T O
merit a share of orders iu his line.
JO H N

H. SHERBU RN E,

368 Congress Street, Portland.
[TT^Referto Wm. Chase, S. P. Shaw N
A. Foster.
jy l3 tf,6
P R O G R A M M E S A N D T IC K E T S .

HE Bridgton Reporter Office has facilities
for furnishing Programmes and Tickets
for Concerts, &c., at low prices.

T

BURN

IN

F L U I D

LAMPS.

The Greatest Discovery o f the Age,

" HE SAFETY BURNING OIL will burn
in Fluid Lamps without any alteration
1
whatever It is utterly inexplosive, and may
be used with the most perfect confidence.
Also, for sale, W A T E R OIL

To Burn in Kerosene Lamps

Manufactured and for sale Wholesale and
Retail by the
ROUND HOGS W A N T E D .
W A T E R OIL C O M P A N Y ,
ANSON & HILTON will pay the high
NO. 20« FO RE ST R E E T,
est price for Round .Hogs, if offered im
3m
'
P O R T L A N D , Me.
45
mediately.
Hoy. 2. 1860.
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S

NervousHeadache
a

u n is ’

—

cure

,, CURE

m is s

m!

W OOLENS, - »

Tailor’s Trimmings !!
For Gents, all styles.

Shawls, Flannels, Shirts and Drawers,

H

e a

d

a

c h

Hoods, Gloves, and Hosiery, Scarfs and
Scarf Trimming, White Linens, Lin
en Handkerchiefs;

e .

By the use of these Pills the periodic at
tacks ot Nirvous or Sick Headache may be
prevented ; and if taken at the commence
ment of an attack immediate relief from paiu
and sickness will be obtained.
They seldom fail in removing the Nausea
and Headache to which females are so subject
They act gently upon the bowels,—remov
ing Costiveness.
For Literary men, Students, Delicate Fe
males, and all persons of sedentary habits,
they are valuable as a Laxative, improving
the appetite, giving tone aud vigor to the di
gestive organs, and restoring the natural
elasticity and strength of the whole system.
The CEPHALIC PILLS are the result of
long investigation and carefully conducted
experiments, having been in use many years
during which time they have prevented and
relieved a vast amount of pain and suffering,
from Headache, whether originating in the
nervous system or from a deranged state of
the stomach.
They are entirely vegetable in their com
position, and may be taken at all times with
perfect safety without making any change of
diet, and the absence o f any disagreeable taste
renders it easy to administer them to children.

OF ALL KINDS.

Thread, Pins, Buttons, Needles, and
F A l N j G j YJ

A\RLTj, ( j Q ) l L . E i $ JJ

ept

by

DUAL DAVIS & SON.

years.

This House is entirely refitted and
furnished in the most approved
style ; and the Proprietors respect
fully solicit a renewal of patronage
so generously bestowed in former
Sept. 14. tf46

W HOLESALE

r p H E attention of Dealers is called to our
JL large stock of

3ES. XJ 2 3 IO ZEES 3rL £5 !
which we offer at the LOW EST POSSIBLE
PRICES for cash . Our sales are so large
as to give us the

Best F acilities for Buying.
^ We have on hand a large supply of some of
the leading kinds, purchased before the ad
vance in price, which we are selling at a
larger discount than is given at the Boston
Agencies. We have, as usual, a large aud
superior stock of

Boots, Shoes, find Shoe Stock,
suited to the Maine trade, and feel sure
that we can make it for the advantage of
purchasers to examine it.

BREED & TUKEY,
No. 50 Uuion Street. Portland, Me.
Sept. 28.
"
3m27

BYRON (JREENOWJH I t CO,,

HAT, CAP & FUR
W

a

r

e

h

o

u

s e

,

Portland,::;!::Established in 1821.
beg to call your attention to our

Fall and W inter Goods !
as comprising tho largest and best selected
Stock we ever offered.
H A TS. Our superior advantages of man
ufacturing, and contracts with leading Man
ufacturers, enable us at all times to offer one
of the most complete assortments of these
goods, to be fouud in any Jobbing House in
New England.
CAPS. In Fur, Plush, Cloth, Glazed, &c.,
&c , in great variety of styles for Fall and
Winter Wear.
Price from $3 to $72 per
dozen.
L A D IE S ’ A N D G E N T L E M E N ’ S F U R S.

In this department, our Stock is unequalled,
consisting of Hudson Bay, Swedish and American Sables, Stone Martins, Fitch, River
Sable, Siberian Squirrel, &c., &c., in Cloaks,
Capes, Mantillas, Victorine Boas, Muff's,
Cuffs, &c Ladies’ Fur Hoods, Gloves and
Mittens, any particular style made to order,
and old Furs altered and repaired ; Gentle
men’s Wolf, Coon, Grey Fox afid Buffalo
Coats ; Otter, Beaver and Nutria Collars,
Caps, Gloves and Mittens.
S L E IG H R O B E S . Wolf, Coon, Grey Fox
Genet and Centre Robes, Shawls and Fancy
Blankets. These Goods are of our own man
ufacture— of superior quality, size, style, &c.
F U F F A L O R O B E S — By the bale, at New
York and Boston prices.
It is our endeavor to offer to Purchasers,
the most complete assortment of the above
goods, ever presented by any House in the
trade.
We take this time to thank our Customers
for their patronage and to solicit its continu
ance ; and to those who have not been ac
customed to buy of ns, we shall he happy to
show our goods iu comparison with any.
We hope to have the pleasure of seeing
you when in our City, or to receive your Or
ders, which shall have our personal attention.

BYRON GREENOUGII & CO.,
Nos. 148 & 150 Middle Street,----- Portland.
Sept 28.
3m47

ŒRYYISTT’S
COFFEE AND SPICE WILLS,

W IS Ï1 R

138 and 140 Middle Street,

jy !2

BRIDGTON, Maine,

Original Establishment.

J.

G-EATNTT,

Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of

COFFEE, SPICES, SALIÌRATU3
AND C R EAM T A R T E R ,
New Coffee and Spice Mills, No. 13 and 15
U nion S tkeet , PORTLAND, Me.
Coffee and Spices put up for the trade, with
any address, in all variety of Packages, and
Warranted in every instance as represented.
Pea-Nuts, and Coffee Roasted and Ground
51
for the Trade, at short notice.
ly
All Goods entrusted at the owner’s risk.

ARE YOU ENSURED ?
VERY prudent man will forthwith put
i himself in a condition to answer in the
affirmative, if he cannot already do so.
The BELKNAP COUNTY M. F. I. CO.,
continues through the subscriber as their
Agent, to take good Fire Risks on the most
favorable terms.
The SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE)
INSURANCE CO., one of the most reliable
and safe Stock Companies in New England,
insure country Dwellings and their contents
at one to one and a half per cent, for five
years, making the cost from 20 to 30 cents a>
year on a $100 and no assessments.
Applications received by
W. H. POWERS, Agent.
July 12, 1860.
Iy35

E

BYRON GREENOUGH, & C0.f

too numerous to mention.
A large and well selected Stock of

Manufacturers end Wholesale Dealers in

Hats, Caps, and Furs, Fur Goods, Hats> Caps, Gloves*
m t m i Q ) AjNjDj m m v j

Buffalo Robes, &c-, &e*
Also, a new line of

BOOTS

AND

SHOES,

for Ladies and Gents.

HARD-WARE CROCKERY,
Kerosene Lamps and “ Fixings”

IVOS. 148 Sc 150 M ID D L E S T .,

B. Greenough,
I. K. Morse,
PORTLAN D, M E .
A. L. Gilkey,
Particular attention is invited to onr Stock
of Goods, it being by far the largest and taost
complete in the market, comprising every va
riety of Style, made of the best materials,
and in a superior manner.
2 ly

in all the new styles, and Varieties as u s u a l;
and finally a nice stock Of

FOR SALE.

In Bridgton Center a COT.
T A G E HOUSE containing
seven Rooms, in very good
repair. For further particulars apply to E.
In which as to quality, and general assort T. STEWART, or Mrs R. P. PERKINS, on
42*6w
ment, we think, we cannot be surpassed.— the premises.
We feel confident we are now offering one of
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS !
E. E. WILDER,
[ the best assortments of Goods ever brought
The genuine have five signatures of Henry
into this vicinity, and are constantly making
C. Spalding on each Box.
additions to the same.
Sold by Druggists and all other Dealers in
0C^” Please give us a call, and satisfy your
Medicines.
s & 2 sa aa © & •
selves.
A Box will be sent by mail prepaid on re
DIXEY STONE & SON.
Harnesses,
Carriage Trimmings, Halters, Suf
ceipt of the
Bridgton, Oct. 11, 1860.
tf 49
cingles, Bridles, Horse Blankets, Whips, &o
P R I C E 25 C E N T S .
H A V E YOU GO T A B A D COUGH 7
constantly on hand and for sale.
A ll orders should be addressed to
F SO, vou h3d better buy a Box of
Bridgton Center, Nov. 12, 1859.
*lyl>
BROWN’ S BRONCHIAL TROCHES, for
HENRY C. SPALDING, they Will give you instant relief. For sale at
N E W Lot of Boots,Shoes and Rubbers
ly2
4$ Cedar Street New Yorii .
(T |
HAYDEN’S.
fo* sale by DIXEY iHfONE * SON.

FMiMY eKOCERDES I

Ili

I

A

SA TISF IE D .

G. H . B R O W N ,

Take Them and Live.

ív I I S C E L L A I ^ Y .

NEGLECT TH EM

BT T. HCRLBURT UNDEBWOOa

r Icily and bravely an aged man
T: aversed a sea-washed shore ;
I ske heavenly eyes the starry lights
The worshipful waves hung o’er ;
In e billows bad never a stormy swell
For him, nor an angry roar.

AND D IE .

Manufacturer, wholesale and retail dealer in

H U N N E W E L L ’S

BOOTS & SHOES.

UNIVERSAL

THE subscriber hereby gives
notice that he continues to
manufacture Boots <t Shoes
of every description, at his
of all descriptions.
^
old stand at North Bridgton,
LOOKING GLASSES. MATTHESSES, where may be found a general assortment of
P IC T U R E F R A M E S , F E A T H E R S ,

CHAMBER

SETTS.

COUGH RE3f
This valuable preparation, freed
common component?, such as 0
Expectorants, which not onlynjj
system, but destroy all ehapee of
be found on trial to possess the fol
perties, and to which the most r
timonials may be found in the pa

BO
O
TS,SH
O
ES A
N
DK
U
BK
EK
S.
He also has the right, and manufactures

M IT C H E L 'S PATENT
E xtension, Center and Card Tables.
BE DSTE A DS, of the latest and most im Metalic Tip Boots and Shoes,
An aperient and Stom achic preparation o f
For ^ booping Cough, and u t
proved style, with Spring Bottoms.
ii.
for the towns of Bridgton, Harrison, Naples IRON purified o f Oxygen and Carbon by Syrup ,t mee s every want, andly
ALSO, R E A D Y -M A D E COFFINS.
Waterford, Sweden, Lovell and Fryeburg combustion in Hydrogen. Sanctioned by the *"> save the largest proportion of
The friendly winds came over the sea,
E R R IC K ’ S SUGAR COATED P IL L
and will be happy to furnish those in want of highest Medical Authorities, both in Europe children wh.ch can be traced to
PICTURE FRAMES MADE TO ORDER.
Brushing his silvery hair,
AND KID STRENGTHENING P L A 
in his line.
L ai n with fragrance and melody—
TERS.—These unsurpassed remedies have
L O O K IN G - GLASSES R E PA IR E D . anything
Orders filled with as much dispatch as the
P,“ Crib" i “ |
Cotighs ,nd Bron.
by the common consent of mankind, been pla
Wooing they welcomed him there ;
NORTH BRIDGTON, ME.
8
nature
of
the
business will admit.
The experience of thousands daily proves plaints the forerunners of Consnced at the head of all similar preparations.—
nraptured he gazed on the quiet sea,
JAMES WEBB.
that
no
preparation
of
Iron
can
be
comparaplend.d
tonic
properties makeit
Herrick’s
Vegetable
Pills',
in
universal
good
Whispering a grateful prayer.
No. Bridgton, Nov. 10, 1858.
tf ed with it. impurities of the blood, depres- the most perfect enemy to diseaw.b
ness, safety and certainty in the cure of the
J. F. WOODBURY,
sion of vital energy, pale and otherwise up and sustains the system agaj
various diseases of man, excel all others, and
in.
s ckly complexions indicate its necessity in rence of the Complaint No mr
Manufacturer of
their sale unquestionably is treble that of all
‘ Praise for the blessings of human life,
other
kinds.
In
full
doses
they
are
active
Ca
almost every conceivable case.
! be W1l h° u,t
6liould, P?«at,
Its hopes are not deceiving ;
A. BENTON would an
Innoxious ia all maladies in which it has a pamphlet, to be found with all
thartic, in smaller doses Tonic, and cleans
'Tis full of truth in its promises,
nounce to his former custom- been tried, it has proved absolutely curative the only way to do justice to itsva
ing in all Bilious Complaints, Sick Head
Aud true as truth in giving ;
Iers and the citizens of Bridg in each of the following complaints viz :
ache, Liver Diseases, Kidney Derangements,
tjttnt NTI?II7I?T T >o
Thanks, thanks to Tilee, for the life of man ! Stomach Disorders,and Skiu Affections, they
ton generaflj’, that he has
PLANING, SA W IN G.& C.
In Debility, Nervous Affections, Emacia- HUNJN.EAV ELL O
recommenced making CUS tton, Dyspepsia, Constipation, Diarrhaa,
Rejoice in the boon of living.
cure as if by magic. These Pills are purely
Done at short notice, and with dispatch.
TOM WORK, and is now ready to attend to Dysentery. Incipient Consumption, Scrofnl
vegetable, can be taken at any time by old or
rv.
all orders in the line of
young, without change in employment
o h s Tuberculosis, Salt Rheum, MismenstruaCELEBRATED
“ Ivejonrneyed along its great highways,
J 0 3 3 B IK G
diet. ¡Mercury is a good medicine when pro
tion, Whites, Chlorosis, Liver Complaints,
BOOT AND SH O E M A K IN G ,
And rested at every stage,
perly used, but when compound in a Pill for
Chronic
Headaches.
Rheumatism,
Intermit
for either men, women or children.
TOLU ANOD
And this is the wisdom I’ve gleaned withal, universal use it destroys, instead of benefiting attended to with promptness and dispatch
tent Fevers, Pimples on the Pace, bfc
G^=- Work respectfully solicited. _ ¿TTI
the patient. Herrick's Sugar Coated Pills
In cases of G e n e r a l D e b i l i t y , whether
From childhood to hoary age ;
0 ^ “ Please give us a call. _^n
Bridgton
Center,
Sept
2,
1859.
ly
have never been known to produce sore mouth
the result of acute disease, or of the contin
This great Neuralgic Bemedyjnd
'Tis pea-ce and love with never a war,
and aching joints, as have some others.— Shop next door to Adams & Walker’s Store
ued diminutioa of nervous and muscular en Opiate calls for special attention
Excepting what fools may wage.
Therefore, persons in want of a family Pill
ergy from chronic complaints, one trial of est. being free of Opium, or prim
R U F U S G IB B S ,
B R ID G 1 O N CEN1ER.
42
pleasant to take, certain to cure, and used by
this restorative haH proved successful to an Opium, or of any but its strictly
v.
millions, will certainly look for no other.—
Manufacturer and Dealer in all kinds of extent which no description nor written at- and medical properties. ForNenri
“ First when flushed with hopes and youth,
J . I\ W E B B , M . I).
These Pilis are covered with a coating of
testation would render credible, invalids matism, Gout. Tooth and Ear A
And trusting as youth is wont,
pure white sugar, no taste of medicine about
so long bed-rb'den as to have become forgot- Complaints, Bleeding at the Lbd „
PHYSICIAN
A N D SURGEON,
1 followed the beautiful teacher Truth,
them, but are as easily taken as bits of con
ten in their own neighborhoods, have sud- ach, Rose or Hay Fever, Catarrh
B R ID G T O N C E N TER, M E.
Anl drank from her chrystal font;
fectionary. FAMILY BOXES, 25 CENTS
denly re-appeared in the busy world as if minor Nervous Complaints.
REFERENCES.
L J the draught was as sweet as a living 5 BOXES, $1.^
----- AND-----just
returned from protracted travel in a dis- | For Lops of Sleep, Chronic or
Prof. Frank H. Hamilton, M. D. Brooklyn,
spring,
H ’. rrick's Kid Strengthening Plaster.
tant land. Some very signal instances of Head Ache. Sick Head Ache, it has
N. Y.
That flows from the classic mount,
this kind are attested of female Sufferers, and to which we offer testimonial
These renowned Plasters cure pains, weak
S. C. Hunking, M. D., Windham.
emaciated victims of apparent marasmus, j doubted sources*
ness and distress in the back, sides & breast
S H. Tewksbury. M. D , Portland.
vr.
sanguineous
exhaustion, critical changes,
Fof- Delirium Tremens is &Sare
in five hours, indeed, so certain arc they to
SUCH AS
W. R. Richardson, M. D., Portland."
,:Tbe Pure and True—ttfo nymphs divineand that complication of nervous and dys- edy.
do this, that the Proprietor warrants them
W. W. Green, M. D., Gray.
42
12, 11 & 10-4 Extra Superfine WITNEY pectic aversion to air and exercise fer which | For Bowel Complaints, including
Attracted my ’raptured eyes ;
Spread from resins, balsams and gums,
BLANKETS;
They led me up with pleasant songs
has no name.
Morbus, it is splendidiy adapted, in
beautiful Kid leather, renders them peculiar
12, 11 & 10-4 Extra Witney BLANKETS ; theInphysician
Of Pease and of Paradise
N e r v o u s A f f e c t i o n s of all kinds, and removing the pains but acting as
ly adapted to the wants of Females and oth
12, 11 & 10-4 Witney
“
D
O
O
R
S
,
for reasons familiar to medical men, the op- great contrast with Opium, which
. ,*e fruits and flowers they gave to me
ers. Each plaster will wear from one to four
12, 11, 10 & 9-4 Swiss Blankets.
eration of this preparation of iron must ne- constipates and drug? the system, but
mofiths, and in rheumatic complaints,sprains
Were types of the coming skies."
cessarily be salutary, for, unlike the old ox the remedy worse than the disease. • '*
and bruises, frequently effect cures, while all
CRIB
AND
BERTH
BLANKETS.
VII.
ides, it is vigorously tonic, without being ex
other remedies failed. Full directions will rr'H E Subscriber has removed his Factory
From Physicians we ask attention citing
and overheating; and gently, regular demand Formulus or Trial Bottles
ii-on I cried : “ Oh joy ! this earthly life
be found on the back of each. Public speak JL to the LARGE NE iV SHOP near the 4.4 S H A K E R AND D O M E T F L A N N E L S.
ly apparient, even in the most obstinate ca sent, developing in the Anodyncas
ers, vocalists, ministers of the Gospel and Cumberland Mills, and having fitted up in
Is a prophetess sent from God :
ses of costiveness without ever being a gas which has long been wanted, anj_
others, will strengthen their lungs and im the best manner, is now prepared to supply
l !ii cherish its good its evil bear ;
tric purgative or inflicting a disagreeable Congh Remedy such as rest entirely1
prove their voices by wearing them. on the customers, or will make at short notice,
If chastened, I’ll kiss the rod ;
AN D
sensation
central principle.
breast,
PRICE
18
3-4
CENTS.
5cr all the fools on this fruitful earth—
Doors, Sashes, Blinds, Door and Window
It is this latter property, among others,
From invalids we ask corresponig)*
D r. Castle's Magnolia Catarrh Snuff
Frames, Mouldings of all sizes, House
Will worshippers, great and small,
which makes it so remarkably effectual and Pamphlets or explanation, without‘3
M
B
SK
III
ll©
M
6
H
©
T
iH
L
Finish of any description, Pump-tub
The man who weds his soul to Self
Has obtained an enviable reputation in the
permanent a remedy for Piles, upon which stamps.”
ing, and all the various kinds of
Also, dealer in
Is the silliest fool o f a ll."
cure of Catarrh, Loss of Voice,Deafness, Wa
it also appears to exert a distinct and speci
PRICES.
tery and Inflammed Eyes, and those disa
fic action, by dispersing the local tendency
BUILDING M A T E R IA L
D ry G o o d s,
Large Cough Remedy, 50 cents mi
greeable noises, resembling the whizzing of that can be advantageously prepared by his
which forms them.
Small
“
25
**
Besting in this well satisfied,
steam, distant waterfalls, etc., purely vege
In D y s p e p s i a inpumerable as a r e its cau
W E S T IN D I A
G O O D S .
Machinery.
Tolu Anodyne,
50 “
Unselfish of wealth or fame,
tables comes wiib full directions, & delights
ses, a single box of these Chalybeate Pills
We also Plane and Saw all kinds of Lum
JOHN L. HUNNEWELL, pfl
all that use i t ; as a sneezing snuff it cannot ber ; Joint and Match Boards ; Plane, Joint,
lie labored and waited long and well,
has often sufficed for the most habitua lea
be equalled. BOXES 25 CENTS.
ses, including the attendent Costiveness.
Till the meed of merit came ;
and Square Clapboards in the best manner.
CH EM IST AND P H A R M acm il
In
unchecked
D
i
a
r
b
h
œ
a
,
even
when
ad
H A R V E L ’ S CONDITION P O W D E R S .
A n l the end of all, to this truthful man,
CCF^Bniiders and others in want of such
No. 9 Commercial Wharf, Boston,
vanced to D y s e n t a r y , confirmed, emaciat
Were peace, and a cherished name.
o f every description
These old established Powders, so well articles are invited to call and examine our
ing, and apparently malignant, the effects
For sale by ail nsnal wholesale and
I . S. HOPKINSON.
known at the LoDg Island Race Course, N. work.
All kinds of COUNTRY rR O D V C E w an have been equally decisive and astonishing. dealers in every town and city.
IX .
Bridgton Center, Feb. 16, 1860.
3m*15
Y., and sold in immense quantities through
ted
in
exchange
for
Goods.
In
the
loci.
1
pains,
loss
of
flesh
and
The winds came softly over the sea,
S M. HAY'DEN, Bridpton.; Silas 1.
the Middle and Eastern States for the past
Strength, debi itating cough, and remittent Harrison : D. P. Noyes. Norway, Apeni
Like a voice from another shore ;
seven year#,continue to excel all other kinds;
O A A A YEAR made by any one w'th
CHAS. E . G IB B S , Agent.
hectic,
which
generally
indicate
I n c ip ie n t
W. F. Phillips, Portland: IT. LlAlien h
in diseases of Horses and Cattle their excel
The brave old man looked up to the sky,
$10 Patent Stencil Tools ; stc jk
Bridgton, Dec. 10, 1858.
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worked while feeding them ; ample direc week’s time. The only reliable source for
Low murmuring o’er and o’er ;
In S c r o f u l o u s T u b e r c u l o s i s , t h i s m e d i 
H O W LOST, H O W R E S T O R E D .
tions go with each package, and good horse these Tools is at Fullam’s American Stencil
A lovely and loving earth behind,
c a t e d ir o n h a s h a d fa r m o re th a n th e g o o d
men are invited to test their virtues and Tool Works, the largest and only permane it
Just Published, in a Sealed Envelope,
And beyond—the promised shore.’
JBcvtlw
judge of their goodness.
Manufactory in the World, located at Sprni $- A LECTURE ON THE NATURE, TREAT e f f e c t o f t h e m o s t c a u t i o u s l y b a l a n c e d p r e  l i o m m i s s t o n
l a r g e p a c k a g e , 25 c e n ts.
field, Vt., Salesrooms 212 Broadway, Ne v MENT AND RADICAL CURE OF SPER p a r a t i o n s o f i o l i n e , w i t h o u t a n y o f their well
— A N D DEALER IN—
k n o w n li a b i li t .e s .
LCF“ Tbe above articles are sold by 27,000 York, 13 Merchant s Exchange, Boston, and
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The attention of females cannot be too
My daughter Violet May, aged seven agents throughout the United States Cana Springfield, Vt. A beautiful photograph of MATORRHOEA, or Seminal Weakness, Sex
H I D E S , L E A T H E R ANT>01l|
ual Debility, Nervousness, and Involuntary confidentially invited to this remedy and re
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rounding scenery, on Black River, sent on
our doctor if he did not sell babies. He
them.
BOSTON.
HERRICK & BRO.,
receipt of 25 cents. These Works command tion and Mental and Physical Debility.
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By ROB. J. CULVERWELL, M. D.
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The important fact that the awful conse
‘Yes, ono dollar for girls, and two for
manufacturing Stencil Tools is driven by a quences of self abuse may be effectually re edly—it has been invariably well reported,
(M A N U F A C T U R E R AN D D E A L Îlrs
both
as
alleviating
pain
and
reducing
the
boys.’
water wheel of seventy-five horse power af moved without internal Medicines or the
M O F F A T ’ S
swellings and stiffness of the joints and mus
She went up stairs and brought one dol Life Pills and Phoenix Bitters. fording immense and unlimited advantages, dangerous applications, of caustics, instru cles.
which no other concern can pretend to claim ments, medicated bougies, and other empiri
In I ntermittent F evers it must necessa
lar and fifty cents out ot her money-box.
rI''HESE MEDICINES have now been be The $10 outfit is for cutting small name cal devises, is here clearly demonstrated, and rily
be a great remedy and energetic restor
L O W
F O R
CAS H,
‘There,’ said she, ‘I want a very good girl _L fore the public for a period of THIRTY plates and business cards. Tools for cutting the entirely new and highly successful treat ative. anil its progress in the new settlements
YEARS, and during that time have maintain large work of all sizes furnished for $25.— ment, as adopted by the celebrated author ot the West, will probably be one of high
No. 17, Exchange Street,
baby.’
ed a high character in almost every part of No experience is necessary in using any of fully explained, by means of which every one
PORTLAND, ME.
If
The extra fity cents were to secure a war the Globe, for their extraordinary and imme these Tools. Do not fail to send for samples is enabled to cure himself, and at the least renown and usefulness.
No remedy has ever been discovered in the
diate power of restoring perfect health to and circular. And if you buy Stencil Tools, possible cost, thereby avoiding all the adver whole
ranted one.
For the INSTANT R
history of medicine, which exerts such
persons suffering under nearly every kind of be sure to get Fullam’s, as they are univer tised nostrums of the day.
prompt, happy, and fully restorative effect.
‘ Why not take a boy baby ?’ asked the disease
1U(Y and PERMANENT Cr
sally known to be the only perfect catting
to which the human frame is liable.
This Lecture will prove a boon to thou Good appetite, complete digestion, rapid ac
Address or apply to
doctor.
this distressing complaint use
The following are among the distressing Tools made.
sands and thousands.
A. J. FULLAM.
Sent under seal to any address, post paid quisition of strength, with an usual disposi
‘ Well,’ sail little May, I am told that variety of human diseases in which the
F E N D T ’ S
Springfield, Art., 13 Merchant’s Exchange on receipt of two postage stamps, by address tion for active and cheerful exercise, imme
follow its use.
boys very often turn out badly, when they
Boston, or 212 Broadway, New Y"ork. 42.
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New Y"ork, Post Box 4586.
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to any address on receipt of the price. All
The subscribers having leased the
in. I shall do no such thing, I can tell yon, flow of pure, healthy bile, instead of the
Price, $1 per box ; sent free bj
letters, orders, etc , should be addressed to
M a n s i o n H o u s e , pleasantly situated
stale and acrid kind .FLATULENCY, Loss o f
-D E A L E R IN -------and must have a girl baby, that will stay at A p f e t i t e , H e a r t b u r n , H e a d a c e , R e s t l e s s
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THE CONCENTRATED CURE
cess, and without violence; all violent pur to rnder their stay pleasant. The house
THE CONCENTRATED CURE
during the last war, of a small lad whose ges leave the bowels costive within two days contains a
O U T L E F IY .
R O O M S ,
A POWERFUL REMEDY
SPACIOUS H A L L
F E V E R S of all kinds, by restoring the
father was engaged in smuggling, and had
Also, DUUGS, CHEMICALS,
A POWERFUL REMEDY
|96 Middle Street,-----PORTLAND
blood to a regular circulation, through the
FOR WEAKNESS
sent him young as he was, with an impor process of respiration in such cases, and the for Dancing and Cotillon Parties, and it?
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J. U. P. Burnham,
T. B.Bs
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‘Going to draw a pension,’ was the reply.
FOR EARLY INDISCRETION
The L ife Meoicines have been known to the winter.
J. I . & S. M. E0 CTHÎY,
o f the day.
Meals furnished at all hours, and good
TRY IT ! TRY IT !
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weeks, and G JUT in half that time, by re
pension for ?’
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moving local inflammation from the muscles and omnibus.
Westbrook, Jan. 26, 1860.
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‘Minding my own businsss, aud letting and legaments of the joints.
The Concentrated Cure!
for mechanical and medicinal purposes.
AND JOBBERS IN
DROPSIES of all kinds, by freeing and
that of others alone !’
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The landlord sloped.
operate most delightfully on these important
P R O C R E A T IV E ORGANS.
organs, and hence have ever been found a
BOURBONELIXIR.
certain remedy for the worst cases of GRAV 13 Market Square,:::::::P ortland, Me.
It
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HE proprietor intrudees his Elixir to the
EL.
A N E M IN E N T P H Y S I C I A N O F T H I S C IT Y ,
public with a positive knowledge that it
Also W ORM S, by dislodging from the turn '| T H E DIAM OND O IL is a Pure, Safe and
L IM B E R AND COUNTRY PROF
ings of the bowels the slimy matter to which J- Odorless article, warranted to burn in will perform all that he claims for it. He And has long been known here as
did not originate it for the sake of having
these creatures adhere.
H e a d C om m ercia l Wharf,
THE ON LY REM EDY
any of the Kerosene Lamps. Will burn ten something to sell, but to cure himself of Dys
SCURVY, ULCERS and IN V E TE R A T E per cent longer than any other Oil.
pepsia, and Sore Throat, of years stand’ ng.— That would surely and permanently restore
SORES, by the perfect purity which these
36
PORTLAND, ME.
F. B. & J. II. CASWELL LIFE MEDICINES give to the blood, and all BURNING F L U ID , C H A N D E L IE R S , He succeeded completely in doing so, and, to a Natural State of Health and Vigor,
now, after having established Its remarkable
persons weakened by excess, or by
Would call the attention of those wishing to the humors.
LAMPS, &c., at Wholesele and Retail.
¡¡
SCORBUTIC ERUPTIONS and B A D
curative power beyond a doubt, by its use in
purchase to their new and well selected
T H E IN D ISC R E T IO N S OF E A R L Y Y O U T H
COMPLEXIONS, by their alternate effect up LC?“ OId Lamps altered to burn Diamond Oil. a great variety of other cases, with equal suc
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31SS plaints, sallow, cloudy, and other disagreea
Try it ye gloomy and desponding, there is means of extensive advertising, it is no w cur
ing a vast number of
Health and happiness in store for you yet.
ble complexions.
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The use of these Pills for a very short time
IT CURES DYSPEPSIA ;
TH E UNFORTUNATE!
THE subscriber would inform his
will effect an entire cure of SALT RHEUM ,
JE W E LR Y!
IT CURES CONSUMPTION ;
friends and the public that he is
and a striking improvement in the clearness
Who having been led to
IT CURES SORE THROAT ;
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ready to entertain, at the above
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Hunting and Open Faced LEVERS,
substantial manner, and for a rea It strengthens and regenerates the Enfeebled are r a p i d l y r e c o v e r i n g t h e i r w o n t e d
by two in the worst cases.
The Pondicherry System ; And there is no medicine known that
P IL E S . —The original proprietors of these sonable compensation.
L A D IE S GO LD & S IL V E R WATCHES,
HEALTH AND STRENGTH.
Medicines, was cured of Piles, of 35 years House is kept on strictly temperance princi scauses food to do so much good, that adds This p r e p a r a t i o n i s n o t a s t i m u l a n t , b u t
Ladies Watch and Neck Chains, Gents
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and
travellers
will
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it a quiet resting o much healt y nutrition to the Blood and
standing by the use of the LIFE MEDICINES
Vest Chains, Ladies and Gents
A P U R E L Y M E D IC IN A L R E M E D Y .
place. My House is also fitted up for board Vital Forces of the system as the Bourbon
alone.
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F E V E R AND AGUE — For this scourge of ing, and all who see fit to take board with Elixir.
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the Western country, these Medicines will be
For sale in Bnngton by S. M. Hayden
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85 & 87 Middle St,, (upStairs,
1 have also, goo^ stabling for Horses
Belt Pins, Sleeve Buttous, Shirt Studs, Lock found a safe, speedy, and certain remedy
Prepared and sold by W. A. Sleeper, NashSend for a Circular first, read it carefully
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UP“ A larger and better Stock than ever before cines is permanent—TRY THEM, BE SATIS
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offered in this place.
FIED. AND BE CURED.
Is called to a prime lot of
Can he sent by mail. One vial will last a
H. Ii. ¡AY & CO.
BILIOUS FEVERS AND L IV E R COM
month.
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ficial results in cases of this description :_
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SPECTACLES I
Cash or Produce. I shall henceforth keep a For the g e n i t a l o r g a n s can he obtained by
K i n g ’ s E v i l , and S c r o f u l a , in its worst
forms,yields to the mild yet powerful action of Artists' Materials, Apothecaries' Glass Ware first class quality and a prime assortment of
S . 1*1. H ABM OS,
C L O C K S ,
sending $5 to the Agent as above.
Swedish Leeches, Cigars,
these remarkable medicines N i g h t S w e a t s ,
SENT FREE BY MAIL.
DRUGS ASD MEDICINES,
A large variety. Also, N e r v o u s D e b i l i t y , N e r v o u s C o m p l a i n t s M IN E R A L T E E T H , G O L D F O IL , &C
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of all kinds, P a l p i t a t i o n o f t h e H e a r t ,
Circulars or medicines can be procured of
Gilt Picture Erames,
Burning Fluid and Campbene.
b r id g t o n , MArXE.
P a i n t e r s ’ C o l i c , are speedily cured.
STAlTIOjNTERY , Druggists everywhere. A l d e n & Co., BanM E RC U R IA L d i s e a s e s . — Persons Pure Wines and Liquors, for Medicinal and
all sizes made to order.
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Always at lowest market Prices.
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and showy type, at fair living prices.
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fects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the
Junction o f Free and Middle Street.
Bridgton Center, May 10, I860.
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